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PREFACE

The Office of Student Financial Assistance (OSFA) of the Department of
Education has contracted with Advanced Technology, Inc., of McLean Virginiarund
its subcontractor, Westat, Inc., of Kodcvilie, Maryland, to conduct a three-year
quality control project (Contract Nos 30040-0952). The focus of the project Is the
Pell Grant Program, the :argest of the student grant programs administered by
OSFA. The objective of Stage Two (Part One) of the project is to design a quality
control system to measure and analyze prog-am performance. The reports
completed to date under Stage Two (Part One) includes

Quality Control (QC) System Development for
the Pell Grant Programs A Conceptual Frarnework

Action Plan tor Quality Control System Designs
A Working Paper

A Comparison of Title IV Student Assistance
Delivery Systems

Preliminary Quality Control System Design
for the Pell Grant Program

A Framework for a Quality Control System
for Vendor/Processor Contracts

Recommendations for Improving Quality in
the Campus-Based Programs FISAP Process

Technical Specifications for Conducting
an Annual Assessment of Overall Payment
Error in the Pell Grant Program

Technical Specifications for QC System
Enhancements to the Manual GSL Interest
Billing Process

Corrective Action Framework for the Office
of Student Financial Assistance

Quality Control Procedures Manual for Manually
Processed Interest Payments Guaranteed
Student Loan Program

Quality Assurance for Vendor/Processor Contracts

Office of Student Financial Aid Quality improvement
Programs ,Design and Implementation
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

During the past two years the Office of Student Firancial Assistance has "men

engaged in an effort to develop an internal quality improvement program. The

purpose of the program is to develop a sIsterso idersiLif 13,
measuring, and correcting errors or tendencies toward errors in the student aid
delivery system. The design for this program includes both a measurement
component and a corrective action component. This report describes the purpose

and direction of the OSFA quality improvement program. The report has four
chapters.

Chapter 1 provides background on the quality improvement program. Some of

the basic points covered includes

o A review of the literature suggests quality control and corrective action
can be most effective when targeted at the most error-prone areas.

o The overall OSFA quality improvement program has QC measurement
and corrective action components, both designed to target technical
assistance at high error-prone areas.

Chapter 2 reviews the general approach to quality improvement developed

during the Stage II Pell Grant Quality Control study. This approach consists of the

following key elements:

o An overall strategic approach that enables OSFA to target technical
assistance on high error-prone areas, while proceeding with an overall
design strategy.

o An emphasis on both manual and automated quality control measure-
ment, enhancing existing data bases and procedures to the extent
possible.

o An emphasis during the first year of the quality improvement program an
the development of the measurement component of the program.



Chapter 3 presents the overall design for the OSFA quality improvement
program. First the opportunities for quality improvement in the current delivery

system. Marginal improvements to critical activities in the current system can
alleviate some of the most seriously negative effects of the current system,
including fund control and availability of program information.

Second an overall strategy for the OSFA quality improvement program is
presented. OSFA is undertaking a quality improvement program that concentrates

on:

o Institutional Quality Control, which is encouraged by Federal regulations
and facilitated by institutional Quality Control guidelines.

o External Quality Control, which can provide OSFA with an ongoing
measurement of overall error rates for all programs.

o Internal OSFA Quality Control, which includes a suppiementative effort
to identify error prone activities, develop measurement mechanisms for
these activities, and identify corrective action options.

o A Quality Control Management information Systems (QCMIS), that will
provide an overall OC reporting and information system

Third, the critical targets for internal quality improvement are identified and
measures are proposed. The critical activities, some of which were addressed during

Stage II of the Pell QC Study, provide OSFA with a road map or future internal
quality improvement.

Fourth, the next steps in the OSFA quality improvement process are
considered. These includes

a selection of new targets for technical assistance from the list of initial
activities.

o development of a systematic approach to quality improvement for
critical activities, which is addressed in the final chapter.

o development of the CMIS framework which would provide OSFA with a
well-defined QC information and reporting system.

vi S
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Chapter 4 presents an implementation plan for the OSFA quality improvement
program. This chapter includes:

o An overview of the entire OSFA quality improvement program, with a
special emphasis on the role of the corrective action component;

o An implementation plan for the program;

o A strategy for knplemerrting the corrective action co, nponent using the
critical activities identified in Chapter 3;

o Priorities for ongoing quality Improvement.

vii 9
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OtAPTER 1
BACKGROUND

This report presents the results of the Quality Control (CC) System Design
Task, Stage Two Pell of the Grant Quality Control Study. This task was initiated in
an attempt to design a QC system for the Pell Grant Program. Based an the
preliminary design of the Pell QC system and a comparison of the major student aid

programs, the scope of the task was broadened to include the Guaranteed Student
Loan (GSL) and the Carpus -Has ed (CB) programs, and to provide technical assist-
ance In qualitative improvements in the delivery of these major student aid
programs operated by the Office of Student Financial Assistance (OSFA). This

refined approach was based on the understanding that there were many basic
similarities in the delivery systems for these programs and that quality brprorement
was the responsibility of functional units within OSFA. The quality improvement
program discussed in this paper can provide OSFA with a systematic process for
identifying and correcting error-prone points In the delivery system. A major
outcome of this design and technical assistance activity is a plan for an ongoing
quality improvement program described in this final report. This chapter reviews
the background and context for the design study and discusses the meaning of
quality control.

THE PELL GRANT QUALITY CONTROL STUDY

Quality, while often considered ill-defined in many organizations, does not just

happen. It can be realized only through management programs that better utilize
personnel and systems to improve product development and delivery. In a large
social program, such as the Pell Grant Program and other student aid programs,
millions of people are directly affected by the quality of the delivery system. The
ultimate test of quality for a social program is whether the beneficiaries of the
program receive the correct amount of aid, on time, and with a minimum of error.

1.1 0



Additionally, from the perspective of the Federal government, it is importer)! that
aid be delivered in, as an effective and efficient a manner as humanly, or
technically, possible. These lactors.-quality of the product and delivery system.
are of concern to postsecondary butirotions, state agencies, and to the Federal
government.

The three-stage Pell Grant Quality Control Stody was designed to provide the
OSPA with a comprehensive examination of the status of the current delivery
system. It was designed to incorporate the basic quality improvement principles.
The quality control literature review discussed below provides three funckunental
principles for quality improvementprevention, Identification, and eli=mination
(PIE). These are generally characterized as follows:

o Prevention refers to the design component of any production lr delivery
system. Prevention of error must be considered when a delivery process
is designed originally, or in subsequent redesign;

o Identification of error becomes important once a production or delivery
system has been implemented. Typically, this would involve a statistical
sample of products (awardees in the case of student aid) and the
establishment of measures and standards of routine error measurement;

o Elimination refers to the process of correcting error in a production or
delivery system once it has been implemented. This process is usually
referred to as corrective action.

The three-stage Pell Grant Quality Control Stody, illustrated in Figure I-1,
provided a comprehensive quality improvement project. Stage One was a study of
the quality of the current delivery system for Pell. Stage Two of the project was
divided into three parts: Part I was targeted at designing and implementing an
ongoing measurement system for quality control in OSFA, Part II was an assessment
of the effects of the current and alternative delivery system design (currently
underway), and Part III was an analysis of Stage One data.

These three components of Stage Two closely parallel the PIE concept. Part II
focused on prevention by addressing basic long-range design problem, with the
student aid delivery system. Part III, Follow-on Analysis, is focused on continued
and refined identification of errors in the delivery system. Part I, the QC System
Design Component, focused on the elinibsation of error in the current delivery
system through the implementation of an ongoing quality improvement program.
This report presents the conclusiera of the Part I project.

1-2 11



DRAFT

I STAGE I I

STUDY OF QUALITY /N PELL GRANT DELIVERY SYSTEM

ed

I STAGE II

11,PPM......ft

PART b DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF OSFA
GRANT QUALITY CONTROL
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

-i PART lb DELIVERY SYSTEM ASSESSMENT

PART Ms FOLLOW-ON ANALYSIS

I STAGE M

I. PART 12 RESTUDY OF QUALITY IN PELL GRANT
DELIVERY SYSTEM

PART lb ONGOING QUALITY CONTROL

FIGURE I-1

PELL GRANT QUALITY CONTROL STUDY
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Stage Three, currently underway, provides a restudy of quality in the delivery

system. This is the final report for Part 1, Stage Two of the Pell Grant Quality

Control Study. As the figure Illustrates, It draws from other parts of Stare One and

Stage Two, and provides a framework for continuing the OSFA quality improvement

program.
The Stage One Pell Grant Quality Control Study Indicated substantial dollar

error in awards so students during the 198041 academic year. Dollar error was

defined as the actual award disbursements as listed in records at the sampled

undergraduate Institutions In spring, 1931, minus what. Advanced Technology

calculated the correct disbursement to be using the best available information an

application data, cost of attendance, and enrollment status. Total dollar error for

FY 1981 was estimated to be $273 per recipient, or $650 million of the $2.2 billion

(a 30 percent error rate) awarded to the 2.36 million recipients reeresented by the

sample. An estimated 71 percent of the recipients received an incorrect award,

although in some cases the amount of incorrect award is quite small. Approximate4

44 percent of recipients had award errors in excess of $150. Net error (overawards

minus underawards) was $402 million. Fifty percent of program recipients (or

approximately 1.2 million students) received overawards totaling $526 million.

Another 21 percent of recipients (approximately .5 million students) received

underawards totaling $124 million. Stage Two moved beyond these basic research

findings:

o Part I, summarized in this report, was for the design and installation of
an ongoing QC system for the Pell program;

o Part II was an assessment of alternative delivery systems for Pell, GSL,
and Campus-Based programs;

o Part DI was a select set G. follow-on analyses using QC Stage One
findingf).

The purpose of Part I was to design and initiate implementation of improve-

ment programs for OSFA. This part of the project was broadef than Stage I in two

important ways. First, the scope of work actually included providing technical

assistance to operating units in OSFA. The technical assistance was provided, on a

priority basis, to operating units responsible for quality improvement activities.

This was a logical extension of the initial design since the identification of areas in

need of technical assistance was based upon an evaluation of the delivery system

1-4
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performed during Stage One of the study. The technical assistance activity actually

took the form of assessing needs for corrective action and making recommendations

for specific corrective actions.
Second, the Stage II project, especially Parts I and 11, included other TitTe IV

student assistance programs, particularly the Campus-Based Programsthe
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG), National Direct Student Loan
(NDSL), College Work-Study Program (Ciri-S)--and the Guaranteed Student Loan

Program (GSLP). The GSLP includes both Guaranteed Student Loans and Federally
Insured Student Loans (FISL). The basic goal of this task is to improve the quality of
student aid programs. The overall objectives of Part I of the Stage Two study were
to design and implement quality improvement programs for OSFA through technical

assistance aimed at designing corrective actions that would result in quality

improvement in OSFA programs.

THE MEANING OF QUALITY CONTROL

American government and Industry have recently rediscovered the meaning of
quality improvement and quality control.' During the past decade, as problems
emerged in the U.S. economy, government and industrial leaders began to ask basic
questions about the quality of production in the industrial sector and the quality of

service delivery in government.

In the early 1970s, the Federal government faced the monumental task of
going into production with a massive entitlement program the Basic 'Educational

Opportunity Grant Program within a one year time-frame. This task was accom-
plished successfully. Each subsequent year, the program grew in size and changed in

some basic programmatic wry; consequently, the actual delivery of grants remained

the critical issue. There %vs little time to concentrate on the quality of the system
used for delivery. The other student aid programs have faced similar problems with

the need to deliver a program that is continually being changed in the legislative

process. For example, the GSL program has undergone major programmatic changes

through reauthorizations and technical amendments of the Higher Education Act

that have resulted in nearly constant modifications of the GSL delivery system
during the past 12 years. Consequently, there is need for a systematic quality
improvement program for the major student aid programs.



The QC literature provides a framework for a systematic quality improvement

program. 3uran. and Gryna (1970), two leaders in tht QC field, define quality as
fitness for use. Accordingly, QC should include activities which assure that
products oK, services are fit. 3uran and Gryna emphasize that quality activities
encompass the life of a 'product, from design to post' sale, although they recognize
that often only a limited range of these activities can be provided at any one time.
Foe student aid programs, this perspective suggests that quality control should
encompass the entire delivery process, from the application planning for student aid
programs, to reconciling accounts after the aid is delivered. An important
distinction can be made between sporadic defects and duonic problems. Ideally, the
QC process should involve a breakthrough process to eliminate chronic problems,
while sporadic errors can usually be eliminated through preventive QC. Figure 1-2
illustrates the differences in the two approaches to QC.

Historically, QC in the United States has emphasized technical approaches
such as statistical QC, reliability, and product assurance. Increasingly, however, it
is important for orgarg=ations to establish quality policy, with specific quality
objectives that should be conveyed in written form. In his most recent work, 3uran
;198i) argues that two types of QC are necessary, managerial and tedmical. In

building a management commitment to QC, a successful QC analysis must consider
the existing organizational responsibilities and the new design should be built around

them. Additionally, a top management commitment to quality improvement is
necessary to maintain an ongoing quality improvement program.

A variety of well-established tools and techniques are available for QC. The
American Society for Quality Control maintains a publications program that covers
such topics as national standards (1971) and guidelines for managing vendors (1980).
There are well-established guidelines for quality audits and quality cost analysis
(Bajarlo, 1981), and well-defined plans for establishing quality improvement
programs (Kidwell, 1973).

One especially useful analytic technique in quality analysis is the Pareto
principle which states that losses are never uniformly distributed over causes
(quality or characteristics). Instead, losses are always unevenly distributed so that a
small percentage, or a vital few of the causes, contribute a higher percentage of the
loss of error. This principle can be used to analyze. the distribution of loss due to
error. The results of this approach are often a boon to managers and others
concerned with instituting QC; It can facilitate an economical, targeted attack on

. 1-6 15



QC WITH EMPHASIS 13N CONTROL
I

1. Choosing the control subjectdefining the quality,
characteristic, or effort that must be regulated

2. Choosing a unit of measuredefining the terms in
which the control subject will be measured

3. Choosing a standarddefining the desired level of
performance for the control subject

4. Designing a sensorcreating a method of measuring
the control subject

5. Measuring performance -- performing the actual
measurement

6. Interpreting resultscomparing the actual measure-
ment to the standard

7. Decision makingdeciding on the action, if any, to be
taken to the standard

S. Actiontaking the specific steps to bring performance
up to the standard

16

DRAFT

QC WITH EMPHASIS ON BREAKTHROUGH

1. Breakthrough in attitudesconvincing those responsible
that a change in quality level is desirable and feasible

2. Discovery of the vital few problemsdetermining which
quality problem areas are most important

3. Organizing for breakthrough in knowledgedefining the
organizational mechanisms for obtaining the knowledge
for achieving a breakthrough

4. Creation of the steering armdefining and staffing a
mechanism for directing the investigation

S. Creatiot of the diagnostic armdefining and staffing a
mechanism for executing the technical investigation

6. Diagnosiscollecting and analyzing the facts required
and recommending the action needed

7. Breakthrough In a cultural patterndetermining the effect
of proposed changes on the people involved and finding ways
to overcome the resistance to change

S. Breakthrough in performanceobtaining agreement to take
action

Transition to the new levelimplementing change

FIGURE 1-2

BREAKTHROUGH VS. CONTROL 17



the bulk of quality /oases. 3uran and Gryna (1979) argue that this simple truth, the

Pareto principle, makes a quality improvement program possible. Once the vital

few problems have been Identified they can be targeted for management of
systematic processes, identification of high error-prone areas, then targetint of

technical assistance. These areas can be the basis of a systematic quality
improvement program (Kidwell, MO.

These concepts are useful for student aid programs; however, the literature on

QC is dominated ty the private sector, especially industrial 'production. Most

government standards have been generated by and for defense contractors. Conse-

quently, the decision to Institute the quality improvement programs for OVA has

been a one-of-a-kind effort; it has applied basic principles developed in the QC
field to the specific and unique problems of student aid delivery.

THE OSFA QUALITY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

The overall goal of this task is to establish a framework for improving the
quality of OSFA programs. A significant way to raise programequality is to
routinize the process of QC. QC, as used in this project, is process of
preventing, identifying, and eliminating sources of error in a delivery nor production

system. The concept is most comprehensible when used in an industrial \setting. For

example, it is easy to see the need for QC measures in the duction ofpt.Ig

automobiles. If the quality of a particular make cf automobile varied eatly from

car to car, the result would be expensive corrective action costs to the manufac-

turer and decreased sales to consumers. Quality control is somewhat more
ambiguous in a social service setting, such as the provision of student aid; however,

it is no less important. The Pell Grant Program, one of the largest student aid

programs, illustrates this point. The annual overpayments in the Pell program, due

to various institutional, student, and processor errors, are estimated in excess of

$400 million. This amount provides a great strain on program resources and, due to
annual funding ceilings, may reduce the size of the average award at the same time

that education costs continue to rise.
In both Industrial and social service settings, QC measures can increase the

efficiency and effectiveness of the delivery system by reducing costly errors and



raising the quality of services or products. in order to integrate QC into the
everyday operations of an organization, at a minimum:

o Output standards must be established; MP+

o The established standards must incorporate technical specifications
prescribed by the provider of the service or product and expected by the
recipient or columnar;

o A system for monitoring standards and correcting errors must be made
operational.

Among the possible operational procedures in a student aid specific QC program are

the followings

o Develop standards and measures for monitoring the delivery of student
aid;

o Measure performance of student aid delivery against specified measures;

o Determine and monitor errors in eligibility determination and award
processing; .

o Identify sources and probable causes of errors to plan corrective actions;

o Develop corrective action procedures as an integral part of the process-
ing functions;

o Cevelop standards and measures far monitoring the results of corrective
actions;

o Ensure that various actors (e.g., processors or institutions) are operating
in accordance with specified procedures, regulations, and standards;

o Report appropriate QC information to Department of Education
personnel on a timely basis.

In order to improve the quality of OSFA programs, two distinct procedures

must be developed. First, an ongoing structure or framework to determine sources

of program error and to measure it must be developed. This component of a quality

improvement program may IA: called the techrsical measurement component.

Second, a formal mechanism for designing and selecting procedures to eliminate

existing error must be designed. This component of a quality improvement program

is called the corrective action component.

19



When these two components of a quality improvement program are integrated,

they become a process for maintaining QC. When viewed in the context of a quality

control process, each component has a series of well-defined subcomponents or
steps. The technical measurement component includes the following steps: ."6,-

o Define the sampled subject for control;

o Define a unit of measure;

o Establish a standard of performance;

o Create a measuring device or procedure.

The steps in the corrective action component are:

o Mobilize for measurement;

o Compare actual performance with established standards;

o Make management decisions on type of corrective action need. d;

o Implement corrective action.

An illustration of the interrelationships between these steps in a well-integrated QC

process is shown in Figure 1-3. The QC process is illustrated as a cyclical procedure

since the process is ongoing.
The QC cycle was used as a basis for the design of the OSFA quality

improvement program. The emphasis of this task was on the design of a technical or

measurement component for the Pell Grant Program. The overall design for the

OSFA Quality Improvement Program includes both measurement and corrective

action components.

1-10
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CHAPTER 2

GENERAL APPROACH

This chapter reviews the general approach used in the design of the Quality
Improvement Program. This program provides OSFA with a systematic methodology

for identifying, measuring, and correcting errors in the student aid delivery system.

The chapter has three sections. The first reviews generic approaches to quality
improvement, including the strategic approach which was used for the task. Second,
alternative QC system configurations for the measurement component of the OSFA
QC system are reviewed (this analysis was used by OSFA to target the technical
assistance phase of the task). Finally, the actual framework used in the task is
summarized. The general approach presented in this chapter is tested methodol-
ogy for improving quality in student aid programs.

GENERIC APPROACHES TO DEVELOPING QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURES

The quality control process should not merely be an afterthought or an
addendum to an existing system. Unfortunately, the provision of student aid does
not represent this ideal situation. Although some concern has been paid to quality
control procedures, no rigorous and methodical quality control process paralleled the
development of the delivery system. Therefore, quality control procedures must
subsequently be integrated into an operational delivery system. Three generic
approaches have been identified for introducing quality control procedures into an
existing delivery system. The first is characterized as the incremental bottom-up
approach, the second as the comprehensive approach, and the third as the strategic
or modular approach.

The incremental bottom-up approach to quality control development typifies
the approach used in most government agencies, educational institutions, and
industrial settings. This approach assumes that fun 1 subunits within an
organization have responsibility for their own corrective actions and as a result, no

2-i 24



system-wide quality control plan exists. Therefore, quality control development is
usually sporadic, incremental, and seldom the outcome of coherent planning.
Further, since corrective actions are identified by subunits, quality control problems
involving interface with other subunits are rarely resolved. The typical Ips
followed by an orgwerstion taking an Incremental approach to quality control ares

Functioniw: ':;.sounIts (division, branch, etc.) discover error-prone areas
through problems with the system in operation,

o Plans for corrective actions (new procedures or system changes) are
developed and based on needs as they ariseusually a limited range of
options are considered;

o Managers seek new temurces for corrective actionssystem deveiop-
ment or Implementation of new proceduresbut problems that Involve an
interface with other subunits are often ignored unless the resource Issues
can be resolved;

o Quality control procedures are developed and implemented only as time
and resources permit.

The incremental approach has dominated quality control development in
student aid. While the Division of Quality Assurance (DQA) has implemented some

quality control reporting requirements in the past, there have been no systematic
attempts to develop quality control procedures. An incremental approach to quality
control is likely to produce some serious problems. These includes

o Completion of specified tasks in the necessary time frame without
concern for smooth operation and reduction of error in the system and
efficient use of personnel and other resources;

o Inconsistency and variation in the ways functional subunits deal with
quality control problems;

o Acute problems In the quality control of products that cut across
functional subunits (or that involve more than one Division/Branch).

The comprehensive approach assumes that anything that can go wrong with the
delivery system will go wrong; therefore, It Is important to identify every possible
error in the system and design corrective procedures. In order to Introduce quality
control procedures into the student aid delivery system according to this method-
ology, it would be necessary to identify all program subsystems and all the major



actors or components in each subsystem and then define a responsive series of

corrective actions. Specifically, the basic steps in a comprehensive approach to

quality control are:
ftrike.

o Identify the major subsystems of the programs its includes pre-
application, application, eligibilit) determination, benefit calculation,
fund disbursement, and account reconciliation);

o Identify the major actors or components for each subsystem (for
example, for the Pell eligibility subsystem, actors include students/
parents, institutions, and application processors)

o For each actor in each subsystem, identify acceptance measures of
possible errors in the system;

o Define meesures for each set of standards including identification of
data elements and procedures for information collection;

o Determine the components of each sa:system that merit development
and inclusion in the quality control system and evaluate the feasibility of
including the various information sources in a quality control data base;

o Proceed with system development on the select subsystems (design and
develop procedures for implementation of selected components of each
subsystem)

The strategic approach assumes that the major sources of error in student aid

programs can be Identified and corrective action should be made in these areas

according to a step-wise or modular methodology. Thus, to utilize this approach,

significant sources of error must first be identified, prioritized, and then corrected

in a hierarchical manner. The basic steps in the strategic approach are:

o Conduct a functional analysis of the operating system, including infor-
mation requirements, linkage structures, and breakdown points. In other
words, identify the places In the system where corrective action can be
taken and monitor progress;

o Identify significant sources of error in the program;

o Select and prioritise targets for systematic QC development and the
time frame for specifications, design, development, and installation of
each selected measurement systems;

o Proceed with systems development for selected measurement systems
(e.g., develop procedures and systems manuals, user manuals, system
specifications, and software specifications, as necessary);
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o Perform system tests on selected measurement systems as they are
completed.

Since the Stage One study identified major problem areas in the delivery of
student aid, the project team and OSFA decided that an Incremental approach" to
quality control was not adequate. Both the comprehensive and strategic approaches
to duality control were viable strategies, however.

For the Pell Grant Program, the comprehensive approach would result in an
elaborate quality control system that imposed new data collection procedures on top

of the already existing system,. It would permit the development of a svarate or
stand-alone Quality Control Management Information System (QCMIS). It could also
be used to produce quality control manuals for training ED personnel (Central and
Regional) and institutional repnesentatIves in quality control procedures. To the
extent that the system used automated data collection and analysis procedures, it
would be labor intensive since virtually an entire new set of procedures would be
needed for each component of each subsystem. Also, sophisticated data base
management procedures could be needed centrally, depending on how much of the
system was actually implemented. The comprehensive approach was considered too
ambitious for implementation. Trying to implement the system all one time would
bring down the entire delivery system.

The strategic approach to quality control development in the Pell program
would permit the incremental implementation and testing of modular quality control

subsystems designed specifically to reduce errors in the system. The modular
approach could also permit the use of up-to-date 'ie.:Ironic technolort utilizing
preexisting data sources, where appropriate, rather than developing entirely new
data sources and reporting procedures. It might also result in more systematic
analysis and reporting on data currently collected. Some new data collection would
invariably be required, however. The strategic approach provides OSFA with a
flexible approach to targeting resources on areas of greatest need. The risk

associated with this approach is that some important area could be overlooked, and

consequently, a major problem could go unattended.
After analyzing the two approaches the project team and DQAa decided to use

the strategic approach. The basic trade-off between the comprehensive and
strategic approaches is comprehensiveness versus timeliness. Since there is en
immediate need for quality control procedures in the student aid process and since
funding is tight In all government programs, the project team recommended utilizing
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the strategic approach to introduce quality control procedures. This approach has

the greatest potential for:

o Reducing errors in the Pell program;

o Adding other student aid programs to the quality control process on an
ongoing basis;.

o Pilot testing quality control components earlier in the study;

o Developing a sound responsive methodology to corrective actions.

ALTERNATIVE QC SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS IN OSPA

Two important design Issues concerning the QC system or program are: (1) the

degree to which the system will be automated; and (2) the degree to which existing
reporting and information processing can be utilized. These issues were considered
early in the design process as part of the conceptualization of the quality
improvement program.

The issues of autoinalon and report formats can be used to generate five
feasible configuration options.

o Option 1.4 a QC system providing manual enhancements
delivery aystern and requiring new reporting formats.

o Option 2: , a combined manual/automated QC system
reporting formats.

0 Option 3s a combined manual/automated QC system
reporting formats.

o Option 4:, a fully automated QC system using existing reporting
formats.

to the existing

requiring new

using existing

o Option 31 a fully automated QC system requiring new reporting
formats.

Existing data are not of sufficient quantity or quality to make providing manual

enhancements to the existing system and using existing requirements a viable

option. Each option can be compared using the following evaluation criteria:

o Feasibility of the system design (Can it be done?),



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

o Potential for reducing error (Will it save money?);

o Developmental costs (How much?);

o Interface with the delivery system (Will it work?).

Option 1: Manual Enhancements

410

It is possible to develop a quality control MIS that essentially provides manual

enhancements to the existing Pell delivery system. This MIS will require develop-

ment of detailed report formats for each of the major actors in the financial aid
delivery system. The reports would be entered into a filing system in the Division of

Quality Assurance and used as a means of monitoring and tracking progress on

certain key quality control areas. Ether the comprehensive or the strategic
approach to quality control system development could be used to develop the manual

enhancements, although the comprehensive approach is easier to adapt to this
option. The major problems with this option are that it would add to the reporting
burden and introduce excessive time delays in program monitoring due to its
nonautomated format.

Option 2: Combined Manual/Automated MIS Requiring New Reporting Formats

This option would essentially take the approach in Option I and where
appropriate, automate data flies. Other files, including periodic summary reports

using aggregated data, would remain manual. This option has the potential for
providing data on a somewhat more timely basis than Option I but would provide an

additional layer of reporting on top of the existing delivery system. It could use

eith.:r the comprehensive or strategic system development approach but would be

more adaptable to the former.

Option 3: Combined Manual/Automated MIS Using Existing Reporting Requirements

This option would have some of the same features as Option 2 but would

emphasize new analyses of existing data sources rather than development of entirely

new reporting formats. This approach would be flexible enough to add other student

assistance programs as necessary. In this way, a series of QCMIS subsystems could

be constructed that dealt with critical points in the delivery system. This option



would be most adaptable to the strategic approach for quality control system

development.

Option 4: Fully Automated/Integrated MIS Using Existing Reporting Formats 7
This option would take the approach In Option 3 to the fullest possible degree

of system automation. Such an option would integrate the core QCMIS with systems

that interlace with the major actors' operating systems. Monitoring, comparing

results to specific standards, taking routine actions, and reporting could be built into

the system. Such an approach would be dependent on automation of most
components of the student aid delivery system. This option could use a variation of

either the strategic or the comprehensive approach to systems development but

would have to be done in combination with the redesign of the entire delivery

system.

Option 5: Fully Automated MIS Requiring New Reporting Formats

Option 3 is identical to Option 4 except existing data would not be considered

sufficient to create a functional MIS. Thus, additional reporting burden would be

added for actors in the delivery system.

Figure 2-1 summarizes the preliminary assessment of the five generalized
options against the evaluation criteria. On the basis of the preliminary assessment,

it is possible to make an initial judgment about which QCMIS configuration option is

most desirable.

Option I would probably have relatively modest results on reducing error,
moderate developmental costs, and would not create an integrated QCMIS delivery

system. Option 2 would increase the potential for reducing error but would raise
developmental costs. Option 3 has high potential for reducing error, would require
moderate developmental costs compared to 'Options 2, 4, and 5, and would be

partially integrated Into the delivery system. Options 4 and 5, while having the

highest potential for reducing error, do not appear leas. ale at the, present time. Of

the five options, Option 3, a combined automated/manual system wing existing data
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sources, appears to be the most desirable and viable QC system configuration. It

would create a QC system that is resource saving, using the enhancing existing data
and management practices, rather than resource draining, placing new demands on
the current delivery system.

FRAMEWORK FOR DEW: 'WING QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURES

Based on this analysis, a strategic or modular approach to the development of
quality control procedures for the DSAF student aid programs was utilized. It

adapted the various steps in the strategic approach to quality control development.
These steps can be broken down into two phasesdesign and implementation. The
basic steps in the design phase were

o Identify significant sources of error in the program (completed during
Stage One);

o Conduct a functional analysis of the operating system, including infor-
mation requirements, linkage structures, and breakdown points. In other
words, Identify the places In the system where correct;ve action can be
taken and monitor progress;

o Conceptualize a quality calve: system with modular components
designed to detect and monitor error-prone functions.

The steps in the implementation phase were:

o Select and prioritize modular subsystems for development. Also,
identify time frame for specifications, design, development, and installa-
tion of each selected subsystem;

o Proceed with systems development for selected subsystems (e.g., develop
procedures and systems manuals, user manuals, system specifications,
and software specifications, as necessary);

o Perform system tests on modular subsystems as they are Completed.

During the design phase, the focus was on a QC measurement system for the

Pell Grant Program. As a result of a functional analysis and a comparison of Title
IV Programs, suggesting many similarities between programs, all three major
programs were Included In the basic design. As a result, the preliminary design was

expanded based on a comparative analysis of the Title IV programs to provide a

basic framework for the overall OSFA (polity improvement program.
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The Implementation phase was characterized by technical assistance rather

than detailed system design per se. This was undertaken in recognition that OSFA

divisions must be responsible for quality improvement in their own areas of
responsibility. The technical assistance was targeted on error-prone areas bat

needed QC enhancements and were designed to provide an ongoing management
report.

1....11111 2-10
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CHAPTER 3

OSFA QUALITY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

During the past three years, OSFA has initiated an internal quality improvement
program. This program has used the strategic approach to quality improvement to
identify and correct error-prone activities in the current delivery system. This effort
has focused on

o Identification of opportunities for quality improvement in the overall
every system

o Development of an overall strategy for improving the quality of the
current delivery system

o Implementation of internal mechanisms for improving student aid delivery.

This chapter describes the results of this effort and presents the long range plan
for improving quality in the student aid delivery system, using the general approach
discussed in Chapter 2. The chapter has four sections. First, the opportunities for
quality improvement are discussed. Second, the overall strategy for quality improve-
ment is reviewed. Next, the framework for the internal quality improvement program
is reviewed. Finally, the steps in implementation of the overall strategy are discussed.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR QUALITY IMPROVEMENT

The development of the overall quality improvement strategy in OSFA was based
on a detailed analysis of specific opportunities for quality improvement. A three-level
framework was used to assess quality control needs of OSFA. Figure 3-1 presents an
information system's perspective of OSFA based on this framework.' The three levels
are:

o The policy-level analysis examines the type of quality control information
required by entities that interact with OSFA in setting policy for student
aid. These actors include remainder of the Department of Education (ED),
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the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), and Congressional staff.
Interactions between OSFA and these entities usually occur as part of to
the annual budget process or legislative reauthorization.

o The management-level anal reviews the organization of OSFA And its
current management related to *Why control. The analysis
includes an evaluation of the types of quality control information proce-
dures required for the effective management of the Pell program.

o The delivery-level analysis considers the functional role of each organiza-
tional entity within OSFA. Examined are the quality control procedures
currently in place in each entity, the information resources within the
entity, and the information needs of the entity.

At the policy level, quality control concerns relate primarily to overall program
delivery. Outside of OSFA, in ED and OMB, there is a concern that payment error in
the Pell program, for example, should be assessed on an annual basis. Additionally,
analysts in the Office of Planning, Budget, and Evaluation (OPBE) are interested in
receiving time', analysis of policy options for corrective action s that require
legislative or budget action. Time same concerns are apparent within OSFA, along
with an accurate awareness that critical parts of the policy cycle (planning, budgeting,'
and regulation) and program delivery process (application through reconciliation) must
be performed on a timely basis.

At the .management level, quality control has been hindered by the lack of
information on the quality of system performance. The functional organization within
OSFA makes programmatic improvement more difficult, especially when activities in
one Division require information and actions from other Divisions. The lack of
information about error-prone points can limit the ability of managers to track critical
activities and make improvements. The timely flow of Information between functional
units is often limited, in pert due to the quality of the overall information system.
Too often the information needed by another Division, regardless of its importance,
takes second **city to performance of key activities within the Division. As a result,
there is a need for an overall strategy that identlfes critical error-prone points in the
delivery system and provides a framework for implementing corrective actions,
especially as they relate to the flow of management information within OSP, .

At the delivery level, existing quality control procedures are more abdundant.
Occasionally, Branches and Divisions have developed their own quality control
processes, usually on an ad hoc basis. As a result, there is wide variation in the
awareness of staff within OSFA about quality control issues. Some Branches have
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developed fairly sophisticated approaches to quality control while others are still
plagued by basic problems. Unfortunately, none of these procedures are tied together
in an overall system with a well defined flow of information.

As part of this project, OSPA sponsored an exhaustive study of the effecter of the

current delivery system for the Pell, GSL, and Campus-Based programs.2 it revealed

that the most seriously negative effects of the current system for the Federal
government are the unavailability of Information and lack of fund control) Most of

the causes of these negative effects can be improved through marginal changes to the
current system. For example, most of the basic problems with fund contra for
student aid programs can be corrected by Improvements to internal accounting
procedures. For example, in the GSL program, where fund control is the most severe
problem, changes in accounting procedures can ameliorate many of the deficiencies
Identified by the General Arcountbv Office.. Other marginal changes for GSL, such

as Increased use of state quarterly reports In quality control checks for state claims
and collections activities, could also reduce fund control problems.

Quality control measurement can play an important role in the overall strategy

for delivery system improvement. Using the strategic approach to QC system
development, it is possible to put quality control checks 'into place for critical
activities throughout the student aid delivery system. Such development provides

senior pollcymakers with the early warnings that they need about major system
problems, as well as provides program managers with the detailed information they
require to develop strategies for correcting delivery system deficiencies. For

example, during the past year the GSL Branch of the Division of Program Operations
put into place a new system far measuring error in the manual interest payment
process. This enabled OSFA to find errors before they were uncovered by end-of-year

audits and, in turn, to make needed corrections.
The importance of Improving the quality of information about the financial

management of Federal student aid programs is echoed In the findings of the
President's Private Sector Survey on Controls Task Force Report on Education.' The
task force Identified the need for improved management information systems and
internal controls as a mechanist' for reducing waste, fraud, abuse, and error.' The

report considered the need for specific improvements in student aid programs and
delivery, including improved debt collection. However, a major emphasis of the report

was on the improvement of management Information and fund accountability, two

closely related problems.



Short of an overall delivery system redesign, which takes substantial resources

and several years to implement, improved quality control holds the most promise for

addressing these basic problems. Marginal knprovernents can resolve many of the
basic problems with the student aid delivery system. Quality improvement asitorts

should be specifically targeted on improvements in fund control and availability of
program information since these areas represent some of the most basic problems

facing the Department.
e

THE OVERALL STRATEGY

OSFA has developed an overall strategy for quality improvement that can be
implemented on an incremental basis and that targets resources on the most critical
problems. The overall design of the quality control program is illustrated in Figure
3-2. The overall strategy has four major components:

o Institutional Quality Control, which encourages institutions to make
delivery system improvements;

o External Quality Control, which provides quality assurance functions for
institutional QC and provides overall measures of error;

o Internal Quality Control, which is designed to facilitate marginal improve-
ments to the current system;

o A Quality Control Management Information System (QCMIS) that uses
inputs from the above, cited sources to tailor reports fon

Policymakers requiring corrective action analysis, early warnings of
system problems, and summary error reports

Managers concerned about identifying specific QC targets, tracking
critical activities, and monitoring overall system performance

Program personnel requiring basic routine information to improve the
delivery process and financial accountability.

Each of these components of the overall design for the OSFA quality control
program is discussed briefly below. The internal component is discussed in more detail

in the next section.
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Institutional Quality Control

It is the goal of OSFA to encourage the development of systematic internal
quality control, through measurement of discrepancies and errors in the delivery
system, in all postsecondary Institutions participating in OSFA student aid programs.
OSFA is taking two actions to facilitate this type of development.

First, OSFA is considering regulatory changes that would require postsecondary
institutions to sample Campus-Based recipient records to measure error. The

objective of this requirement would be to encourage institutions to measure errors in
their own delivery system and to develop corrective actions if they have high error
rates. Over the long term, OSFA will require institutions to measure and correct
discrepancy of errors for all Title IV programs, not just for Campus-Based.

Second, through the "target of opportunity" approach initiated during Phase II of
this project, Advanced Technology developed a handbook outlining quality control
procedures for the financial aid office. A draft of this document was reviewed by
members of the student aid community. Currently, the handbook is being revised to
reflect OSFA and community concerns about long-term quality impro'vernent at the
Institution level. This emphasis would place responsibility for quality control with the
institution.

External Quality Control

Until institutions can implement a comprehensive institutional quality control
plan, h is necessary for OSFA to develop and maintain a systematic process for
measuring error In the entire delivery system. This is called external quality
control.The external component of the OSFA Quality Improvement Program focuses on

the three major program areas: Pell, GSL, and Campus-Based. The Pell Quality
Control Study, conducted by Advanced Technology and V/estat, Inc., was a compre-
hensive study of error in the Pell program. A systematic framework for replicating
the Pell Study was developed, and currently is being implemented. The Campus-Based
segment of external quality control can be implemented either independently, or in
combination with the Pell Quality Control studies.

The measurement of error in the delivery of the GSL program presents special
problems that could not be handled through modification of the Pell Quality Control
studies. Since GSL involves a complex network of lenders and guarantee agencies as
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well as institutions, applicants, and applicant families, it will be necessary to take a

different emphasis for this study. It would, at a minimum, indudor

o Measurement of applicant error through a method similar to the Pe ilitudy;

o Measurement of institutional error through methods similar to the Pell
study;

o Measurement of guarantee agency and lender error through an entirely new
approach.

The goal of OSFA is to reduce its role in direct external measurement once an
institutional quality control plan is operational. At that time, OSFA's role will become

one of quality assurance. Quality assurance for external measurement is the process

of monitoring the effectiveness of institutional quality control programs and determin-

ing institutional compliance with ED quality control regulations.

Internal Quality Control

The long range goal of the Internal quality control program for OSFA is to
develop QC measurement and reporting mechanisms for critical activities throughout
the student aid delivery system. During Stage II, Part I of the Pell QC Study, the
following activities were selected for technical assistance using the strategic
framework:

o OSFA Goals and Objectives System

o GSL Manual Interest Billing

o FISAP Processes for Campus-Based Programs

o External Quality Control System

o Vendor/Processor Quality Control

o Institutional QC Guidelines.

Subsequently, additional targets have been added. One such target initiated

during Phase M deals with the GSL reinsurance process.



Quality Control Management Information System

The major feature of the entire QC system is a quality control management
information system (QCMIS) that receives inputs from all of the above quality Azintrol

subsystems and can be used to generate reports for all levels of management.
Conceptually, the QCMIS will include a framework for routine reporting from all other

measurement subsystems, internal and external, as well as special analyses commis-

sioned by the Assistant Secretary as part of the corrective action framework, which Is
discussed in the next chapter. Most of these reports can be generated by the other
modules. The QCMIS should consist of a defined set of information flow and reporting
specifications for each of the modules.

The framework for the routine reporting from other measurement modules to the

QCMIS is presented in Appendix A. This framework includes:

o Summary reports from the external measurement module;

o Summary reports from the vendor/processor quality control and goals and
objectives modules;

o Sample report formats for the internal QC module.

The quality control management information system, when fully developed, will
provide management reports for managers throughout OSFA. It is the objective of the

Division of Quality Assurance to continue with the development of the QCMIS
framework, as outlined in Appendix A.

INTERNAL TARGETS FOR QUALITY IMPROVEMENT

The purpose of the internal OSFA quality improvement program is to establish
mechanisms for measuring critical error-prone points in the delivery system and
improving the way these activities are accomplished, if necessary. The section
presents an analysis of critical activities in the student aid delivery system. The

analysis recognizes the following .features of the Federal role in the delivery system:

o There are more similarities than differences in the delivery systems for the
major student aid programs, which suggests that an integrated approach to
QC is desirable.
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o Some critical activities are fast addressed at a management level in OSFA
since they art across the entire delivery system.

o Other critical activities relate specifically to individual subsystems and
programs.

MOM

First, there are similarities across the delivery systems for student aid programs
by design. The Office of Student Financial Aid has a functional organizational
structure that combines activities for many functions. Very often the same personnel
work on all three programs. The current delivery system for the Pell, GSL and
Carnpus-Based program has six subsystems:

o Pre-application, which refers to the program planning and budget develop-
ment, information dissemination and other activities that usually take
place prior to the start of an award year.

o Student application, which refers to the actual processing of student
applications.

o Student eligibility determination, which refers to the process of determin-
ing categorical student eligibility and need for each program.

o Student benefit calculation, which refers to the process of calculating and
packaging the awards.

o Rind Disbursement, which refers to the process of disbursing funds from
the Federal government to students, institutions, guarantee agencies, and
lenders.

o Account Reconciliation, which refers to the process of reconciling all
accounts for students, institutions, lenders, states and the Federal
government after the award year. For GSL, this is by definition a long-
term process since the Federal government subsidizes interest on loans
after they are made.

For the purpose of internal quality control in OSFA, the three student systems
application, elegIbility determination, and benefit calculation can be treated a
single subsystem. The Federal government has relatively lithe direct involvement in
these subsystems, except for the Pell program application process. Instead, campuses
and, to a lesser extent, lenders and guarantee agencies are the primary actors in these
subsystems.

Second, there are some critical activities in the delivery system that cut across
all subsystems and are most appropriately addressed at a management level in OSFA.
Two of these critical activities were addressed during Stage II of the Pell Grant
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Quality Control Study. One is vendor/processor quality control and quality assurance.

Private contractors play an Importa nt role in each subsystem. As a result, vendor/

processor quality assurance cuts across subsystems. One of the technical assistance
activities in Stage 11, Part I, was the development of guidelines for vendor/precessor

quality control for large processor contracts in OSFA and the development of a quality

assurance manual for project officers for these contracts.
Another activity that clearly cuts across all subsystems is the Goals and

Objectives System in OSFA. This system is used to monitor all delivery system

activities for each programs. During Stage II, Part I of the QC study, the Goals and
Objectives System was also selected for technical assistance. In this area, the
network approach to program management was pilot tested, and found applicable to

the OSFA program management. This approach has not yet been implemented.

Third, there are numerous activities in the delivery system that are candidates

for quality control and quality improvement that are most appropriately addressed on

an activity-by-activity basis within subsystems. The purpose of this section is to
identify the critical activities using a sound overall framework. Critical activities are

delivery system procedures that are particularly error prone. The framework used to

identify critical activities:

o defines the subsystem

o identes the goals of the subsystem

o identifies the quality control objectives for the subsystem

o identifies the relevant quality control measures

o identifies critical activities for quality control that correspond to these
goals, objectives, and measures.

In the remainder of the section, the framework is applied to the four key

subsystems in the student aid delivery. These are:

o Pre-application Subsystem

o Student Application, Eligibility Determination, Benefit Calculation Sub-
systems

o Funds Disbursement Subsystem

o Account Reconciliation Subsystem
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Pre-Application Subsystem

The pre-application subsystem it the process for out year program planning. It
includes all activities related to development of forms, budgets, and application
information. The quality control goal of this subsystem is to conduct all pre-
application activities in an efficient, timely, and responsive manner. The critical
Federal activities at the delivery level in the pre-application subsystem are identified
in Figure 3-3. The reasons for including these targets are considered below.

Of the targets already selected by OSFA, only the two management level QC
targets vendor/processor quality as and the goals and objectives system
explicitly address the pre-application subsystem. Vendor processor quality control
relates to pre-application since the processor contracts, such as Pell, must be changed
each year to incorporate new requirements, which is a process that should be
monitored through vendor processor quality assurance. The Goals and Objective
System explicitly acknowledges the planning (or pre-application) cycle, as well as
delivery and wrap-up cycle of any program year..

The development and promulgation of new regulations is often viewed as an
important area of concern by the student aid community. The major problem. with this

activity is the timing of new regulations relative to the time and costs of implement-
ing them In the field. If there is ample lead time, campuses are more likely to be able
to adjust to new regulations as part of a routine planning process. However, when new
regulations come out just prior to or during the award year, the probability of error is
increased due to the fact that adjustments must be made at the last minute, if they
can be made at all. A QC analysis of this activity should be done from the perspective
of the impact on the entire delivery system. Key measurement points could be
identified that would provide OSFA managers and policy makers insight into possible
problems before they happen.

The development and revision of forms is also a critical factor in filling out the
right information at the right time. The Goals and Objectives System partially address
the forms development process, since it is identified in this system. However, the
impact of delays in these key forms has not been systematically analyzed. It is

possible to develop a mechanism for monitoring the timeliness and availability of
important forms.
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PRE-APPLICATION

The process that Includes forecasting and developing budgets, developing and
promulgating federal regulations, forms, disseminating
program information to participants, tr participants, contractirand
planning for services, determining instituti program eligibility, estish-
ing payment systems, and planning for program specific procedures.

Goal:

Conduct all pre-application activities in an efficient, timely, and responsive
manner.

Quality Control Objectives:

Timely development of regulations
Timely promulgation of regulations
Timely development and printing of forms
Adequate availability of information
Timely information dissemination
Timely and accurate responses to telephone and mail inquiries
Timely determination of Initial Pell authorization levels
Accurate determination of initial Pat authorization levels
Timely determination of Campus-Based allocations
Accurate determination of Campus-Based allocations

Quality Control Measures:

Number of months from finalization of regulations to beginning of program
year

Number of months from promulgation of regulations to beginning of program
year

Number of months from development and printing of forms to beginning of
program year

Number of months from fornis development and printing to beginning of
program year

Number of months from information divination to beginning of program
year
Comparison between participant information needs and availability of infor-

mation that is disseminated
Accuracy of answering participant questions by monitoring telephone calls and

sampling mall responses
Number of days to complete initial authorization for Pell
Difference between initial authorization and final allocation in Pell
Number of days to complete authorization for Campus -Based
Percent of Campus-Based allocations that are appealed
Difference between tentative allocation and final allocation in Campus-Based.

FIGURE 3-3 CRITICAL ACTIVITIES IN ThE
PRE-APPLICATION SUBSYSTEM
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Activities for Quality Controls

o ED de and promulgation of new regulations for each program
as

o ED development of forms including application forms and instructions,
mithorization letters, requests for payments and reimbursements, SARs,
progress reports, validation rosters, FISAP, loan assignment forms, and
teacher cancellation forms

o ED dissemination of program information thiough dear colleague letters,
participant training, responses to participant inquiries, and development
of handbooks and manuals

o ED initial authorization of institutional funds activity for Pell by DPO
through the Fell Disbursement System

o ED tentative through final allocation of institutional funds for Campus-
Based programs through FISAP processing in DPO.

FIGURE 3-3 CRITICAL ACTIVITIES IN THE
PRE-APPLICATION SUBSYSTEM
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Another critical pre-application activity the dissemination of program infor-
mation through various sources. There was substantial criticism of OSFA Airing the
recent public hearings that important information Is simply not available when needed
and that when It is available it is often contradictory. For example, state guarantors
who operate in different states have observed that different regional offices interpret
GSL regulations differently. During site visits, campus financial aid administrators
observed that they often have to make numerous calls to OSFA to get answers to
simple questions about the Federal end of the delivery system. This problem cuts

across Divisions in OSFA and, therefore, should be addressed at the management level.
The initial authorization of funds for the Pell program is another critical activity

that can be tracked through the quality control system. This activity sets an initial
allocation which can cause major problems for the institution if it is too low and cause

an excess of float if it is too large. A coherent and systematic approach to monitoring

this activity could be developed within the Pell Grant Branch, DPO.

Student Application, Eligibility Determination, and Benefit Calculation Subsystems

The Federal government is not directly involved in most of the activities
included in these subsystems. Therefore they were combined for this analysis. These
subsystems represent the actual interface between the student and the delivery
system, which takes place at several points. The Federal government is only directly
involved in this subsystem for the Pell program. The quality control goal of this
subsystem is the timely processing of applications and the accurate determination of
eligibility and benefits.

The critical activities for this program are identified in Figure 3-4. These are
the processing of applications, determination of eligibility and benefits for students
applying to ADS Institutions, and validation procedures used to verify selected
application data Items. All of these activities have already at least been partially
addressed by the quality control study.

The processing of applications for Pell was treated explicitly in the report of
vendor/processor quality control Procedures for improving quality control were
actually built into the new Pell contract.

ED deteg mination of eligibility for students attending ADS schools is the only
delivery system activity that involves a direct interface between OSFA and students.
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STUDENT APPLICATION, ELIGIBILITY DETERMINATION, AND BENEFIT
CALCULATION

The process by which a student applies for financial aid either through a
processor or institution, the processor or institution reviews the application
for compliance with eligibility requirements, and award amounts or maxiken
loan amounts are determined.

Goal:

Timely processing of student applications and accurate determination of
eligibility and benefits.

Quality Control Objectives:

Timely Initial Poll processing

Timely Pell corrections processing
Reliable Pell processing

Accurate Pell categorical eligibility determination

F. :curate Pell benefit calculation
Accurate Pell validation

Quality Control Nierrairen

Number of days between application receipt and mailing of SAR
Number of days between corrections receipt and mailing of corrected SAR
Percent of edit identified errors by Pell processor that are actual errors
Number of transactions per applicant
Percent,of applicants ruled eligible who actually meet eligibility criteria
Percent of benefit calculations computed accurately
Percent of eligibiWty determination errors remaining after validation

Activities for Quality Controls

o Processing of student applications, calculation of SAI, generation of SAR
by Pell processor*

o ED determination of eligibility and benefits for students applying to ADS

Institutions

o Validation procedures to verify SARs used by sdmob in RDS and by ,ED
in ADS.

Activity already at least partially addressed.

FIGURE 3-4 CRITICAL ACTIVITIES IN THE STUDENT
APPLICATION, ELIGIBILITY DETERMINATION AND BENEFIT

CALCULATION SUBSYSTEMS
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Numerous quality control procedures, including sampling and error me iurement, can

be implemented for this activity, just as they can be implemented at the campus level.

The campus level quality control guidelines that are currently being developed for

OSFA can be adapted to this function. The validation procedures used by schools for

RDS and ED for ADS is also addressed in the institutional quality control guidelines.

Fund Disbursamerst Subsystens

Fund disbursement is the process of disbursing program funds from the Federal

government to state agencies, lenders, institutions, or students, and from Institutions

to students. The quality control goal of the funds disbursement subsystem is to

transfer the right amount of money to the correct recipient at the proper time.

Critical activities are identified in Figure 3-3.

Quality control procedures have already been developed for two activities in the

funds disbursement subsystems interest and special allowance payments in GSL and

disbursement of Campus-Based funds through the FISAP. Quality control procedures

for interest and special allowance payments monitored the accuracy of disbursements

from ED to lenders and guarantee agencies by examining the efficiency of the receipt

control process for 799 forms, the completeness of submitted 799 forms, the accuracy

of calculations on the 799 form, whether duplicate payments were made to lenders or

guarantee agencies, and the accuracy of Treasury vouchers authorizing payment.

Processing timeliness was also monitored by ensuring that the date on the certification

letter or Treasury memorandum for a voucher preceded the penalty date for a 799

form. This process has helped identify problem areas in the interest payment and

special allowance procedures in need of corrective action and allows subsequent

monitoring of the impact of the corrective actions.

Quality control work for FISAP concerned developing corrective action

strategies for error-prone functions. Analyses were conducted of the most common

errors committed in FISAP reporting and problems with FISAP, procedures and forms.

ED disbursement of funds for the Pell program to RDS schools is a critical

delivery system activity. It takes place as an integral part of the Pell Disbursement

System. During the past year, the Pall Grant Branch of DPO has made several

improvements in the accuracy of the process. The purpose of the quality control

model would be to monitor the timeliness and accuracy of this process and to report on

the financial implication of this process.
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Goal:

The payment of program funds from the federal government to state agencies,
lenders, institutions, or students, and from institutions to students.

Transfer the right amount of money to the correct recipient at the proper
time.

Quality Control Objectives:

Timely disbursements
Accurate disbursements
Minimize float
Accurate in-year program cost estimates

Quality Control Measures

Number of days between scheduled disbursement date and actual disbursement
date

Difference between actual disbursement and "correct" disbursement
Percentage of disbursements in error
Amount and timing of disbursement to institution compared to amount and

timing of disbursement to student
Difference between actual program costs and estimated costs for program

year

Activities for Quality Control:

o ED disbursement of funds for the Pell program to RDS institutions and
RDS students through the Pell Disbursement System

o ED disbursement of funds for the Campus-Based program to institutions
through the FISAP process*

o ED disbursement of funds for the Pell program to students in ADS
Institutions through the Pell Disbursement Processor

o ED payment of interest to lenders participating in the GSL program
while 'student borrower is enrolled, in grace period, or is in deferment
period and ED payment of special allowance to lenders to subsidize
Guaranteed Student Loans

Activities for which control has already been at least partially addressed.

FIGURE 3-3 CRITICAL ACTIVITIES IN THE FUND
DISBURSEMENT SUBSYSTEM



o ED payment of administrative cost allowances to guarantee agencies
Partici Rating in the GSL pro ram to compensate them for servicing costs

o Refunds in Pell program funds from institutions to ED for students who
graduate early, withdraw, or drop below half-time enrollment during the
time covered by the grant. .

FIGURE 3-3 CRITICAL ACTIVITIES IN THE FUND
DISBURSEMENT SUBSYSTEM



The ED disbursement of funds to schools in the Campus-Based program happens

as a drawdown process. This activity is most appropriately addressed as an accounting
issue since it currently has no mechanism, except audits, for determining if funds are

being drawn down according to Federal regulations. The ED accounting system does

not currently track these requests on a program basis. The routine tracking of this

activity could result in significant cost saving due to the tightening of the float for

institutions that draw down funds sooner than allowed by Federal guidelines.

ED disbursement of funds to ADS students is primarily an Issue for reasons of

timing. The Stage One Pell Quality Control study revealed that the actual disburse-

ments for the ADS students are relatively accurate. However, the timing of
disbursement can be problematic for ADS students and institutions. A quality control

mechanism for this activity could monitor both timing and accuracy.

ED payment of administrative cost allowances to guarantee agencies in the GSL

program is another critical activity. ED currently has no mechanism for monitoring

the accuracy and timeliness of this disbursement. It is possible that data reported to

ED on quarterly reports could be better used for this purpose.
The collection of refunds in the Pell program is L critical activity that is

difficult for ED to monitor. When there are changes in student enrollment status, this

usually means that a refund is due to the Federal government, since most changes are

for reduction in course load. Corrections to the SAR are usually not reported unti. the

end of the year in the SYR. Analysis of this activity could focus on QC enhancements

to the Pell Disbursement System.

Account Reconciliation Subsystem

The account reconciliation subsystem includes all processes required to reconcile

program accounts for a given award year and collect loans. The QC goal in account

reconciliation process is to eliminate incorrect payment trough record reviews and

audits and reduce loan default rates. The account reconciliation process provides a

back end quality control for the entire system.
The critical activities In the Account Reconciliation Subsystem are identified in

Figure 3-6. None of the quality control technical asistance provided during Stage II

directly addressed the account reconciliation subsystem. It is, therefore, a subsystem

with several opportunities for quality improvement for internal quality control.



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

ACCOUNT RECONCILIATION

The process of reviewing records and determining that the amount of program
funds disbursed to each student, Institution, lender, or guarantee agency is
correct, and, the process of student loan repayment.

Goal:

Eliminate incorrect payments through record reviews and audits and reduce
loan default rates.

Quality Control Objectives:

Accurate recapture of ADS student overpayments In Pell
Timely recapture of ADS student overpayments in Pell
Accurate recapture of institutional overpayments in Pell and unused funds in

Campus-Based
Timely recapture of institutional overpayments in Pell and unused funds in

Campus-Based
Accurate information on enrollment status for students with FISL loans
Accurate payments by lenders and guarantee agencies to ED for collections on

defaulted loans
Timely payment by lenders and guarantee agenclei to ED for collections

defaulted loans
Accurate recapture of overpayments on ciaims for defaulted loans
Timely recapture of overpayments on claims for defaulted loans
Accurate Information on borrowers teaching in low-Income schools or in

military or "Head Start" service
Timely collections on NDSL loans assigned to ED
Correct collections on loans assigned to ED
Accurate institutional audit and review procedures
Accurate guarantee agency audit and review procedures
Accurate lender audits and reviews
Accurate call reports and lender manifests In FISL
Timely call reports and lender manifests in FISL
Accurate quarterly reports, administrative cost allowance letters, and tape
dump for GSL

Timely quarterly reports, administrative cost allowance letters, and tape dump
for GSL

Quality Corral Measures:

Difference between ADS student overpaytnent and ED collections
Number of months between end of award year and closing student account
Difference between institutional overpayments and ED collections
Number of months between end of award year and closing institution account
Elapsed time between change in enrollment status and receipt of information
by ED for FISL borrowers
Difference between actual lender or agency collections on defaulted loan and

amount reported to ED
Percent of collections on defaulted loans reported to ED in error

FIGURE 3-6 CRITICAL ACTIVITIES IN THE
ACCOUNT RECONCILIATION SUBSYSTEM
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Number of days from lender or agency collection to transfer to ED
Percent of claim overpayments recaptured
Number of months from identification of claim overpayment to recapture of

overpayment
Percent of borrowers with cancelled loans for which employment status data
are accurate

Percent of loans assigned to ED upon which collections are made
Percent of institutional auditors and reviewers following required procedures
Percent of guarantee agency auditors and reviewers following required

procedures
Presence of required data elements on call reports and lender manifests
Percent of lenders meeting ED reporting requirements for call reports and

lender manifests
Number of days between due date of call reports and lender manifests and

submission date
Completion of required data elements on quarterly reports, administrative

cost allowance letters, and tape dump
Percent of guarantee agencies meeting ED reporting requirements for

quarterly reports, administrative cost allowance letters, and tape dump
Number of days between due date of quarterly reports, administrative cost

allowance letters, and tape dump and submission date

Activities for Quality Controls

o Student account reconciliation for students enrolled in ADS institutions

o Institutional account reconciliation through verification of student
validation roster in Pell and through FISAP in Campus-Based

o Enrollment status reporting to determine if loan is eligible for interest
subsidies for FISL

o Recapture of overpayments to lenders and state agencies on defaulted
loans and capture of collections made by lenders and guarantee agencies
on defaulted loans

o NDSL cancellation when a borrower is teaching in a low-income school
or is in military or "Head Start" service and assignment of NDSLs in
default for two years to the federal government for collection

o Institutional audits by independent auditor and program review by ED

o Guarantee agency audits by independent auditor and program review by
ED

o FISL lender audits by independent auditor and program review by ED

o FISL lender reporting through call reports and lender manifests

o Guarantee agency reporting through quarterly reports, administrative
cost allowance letters, and tape dump

FIGURE 3-6 CRITICAL ACTIVITIES IN THE
ACCOUNT RECONCILIATION SUBSYSTEM
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ADS account reconciliation for student accounts is one of the critical activities

in the account reconciliation subsystem. The objectives of a quality control
enhancemein for this activity would be to develop a routine measure of the difference
between the actual disbursement and what should have been disbursed.

Another critical activity is reconciliation of institutional accounts for Pell

through the Pell Disbursement system. The problem with this activity is delays in the

reconciliation process, possibly due to the absolute standard used for reconciliation. A

QC study of this activity could focus on improved tolerance levels and standards for

the reconciliation process.
A closely related activity is reconciliation of institutional accounts for Campus-

Bank programs through the FISAP process. The verification of FISAP can be
approached through detailed analysis of consistency on the FISAP form. This has been

done on an ad hoc basis in the past by the Campus-Based Branch, DPO. A routine

sampling procedure could be used.
Enrollment status reporting to determine loan eligibility for Interest subsides is

Critical for FISL and GS!. For FISL, the timing of requests for enrollment verification

has a built in problem for the Federal government; the bi-annual reporting for

enrollment leaves too lithe time between verifications for students who drop out right

after the report is made. For GSL, enrollment reporting is an extremely complicated

process of concern to lenders, GAs and institutions. A number of quality improve-

ments are possible in this procere. The default rate for GSL and FISL could be reduced

through such an effort.
For the claims and collections process in GM. and FISL the government lacks a

systematic approach to civck the reasonableness of claims. Therefore, the Federal

government currently lacks the capacity to correct on over payments. This is an area

where an enhancement study would result in substantial savings.

NDSL cancellation and assignment of NDSL to the Federal government is

another activity that has not had quality control checks in the past and where
improvements are possible. A QC enhancement in this area could include a systematic

sampling of cases to determine overall error rates.
Institution audits by independent auditors and program reviews by ED is another

activity in which quality improvement could result in savings. While a school

monitoring system for the DCPR review process is in the design stage, it has not been

implemented and ED presently lacks the capacity to do analysis of sources of error.
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This information could be used for all aspects of OSFA management, from regulation

development through account closeout.

Guarantee agency audits and program reviews is another activity where quality
improvement could possibly lead to financial savings. ED currently lacks the systems

auditors needed for thorough program reviews for GAs. A QC study in the area could

more precisely identify the review needs for GAs.

The ED review of lenders suffers from a lack of a sound information system that

can be used for analysis purposes. While lending institutions are generally highly
regulated, there is now a real possibility that when lenders do submit a bill with errors

it will go undetected by the Federal government. A GSL QC study may be necessary

to define and measure lender error to provide a benchmark for the audit and review

processes.

Guarantee agency reporting is another activity where quality improvement is
needed. GAs report though quarterly reports, administrative letters and state tape

dumps. The quarterly reports could be better utilized by OSFA for QC checks on
various aspects of the GSL reconciliation process. The state tape dump also offers
possibilities in this area, but has not been consistently reported to ED. The quality of
data on all three reports has- not been routinely checked by OSFA. The entire OSFA-

state interface is an area where quality Improvement is needed and a QC enhance-

ment study is possible.

THE NEXT STEPS

OSFA has made substantial progress during the past three years in the design and

implementation of an overall quality improvement program. The emphasis of the

program during the first two years has been on the measurement component. During

Stale One of the Pell Quality Control Study the emphasis was on error measurement

for the Fell program. During Stage II the emphasis shifted to internal quality
improvement within OSFA. During Stage Three, OSFA has maintained a dual emphasis

on internal quality improvement and external measurement of error in Fell.

During Stage Ill of the Quality Control study, a strategic approach to internal
quality improvement was developed, tested, and used to select high error prone
targets. This chapter has reviewed those targets, identified overall strategies for
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quality improvement and iden new targets for quality improvement. Possible

next steps In this internal quality Improvement process are to

o Select additional targets for technical assistance

o Develop procedures for internal QC development by operating units in
OSFA.

o Develop the QCMIS reporting system.

First, it is now an opportune time for selection of additional targets for quality
improvement. This chapter has presented a set of critical delivery system activities

that can be selected for technical assistance during Stage Three of Quality Control

Study. Work so far during Stage M, Part II, of the QC study, ha.s included GSL

reinsurance and refinement of the Institutional QC guidelines.
Second, the OSFA should also consider development of guidelines for overall

quality improvement in OSFA. A framework for this activity is considered in the next

chapter.
Finally, OSFA should also consider development of a QCMIS for routine reporting

on all quality control and quality improvement activities. The framework for this is

presented in Appendix A.
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CHAPTER 4

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

This report has described the results of Stage II, Part 1 of the Pell IQC Study, a
des4n and technical assistance effort, and has focused on the measurement
component of the OSFA Quality bnprovement Program. In order to achieve the
overall objective of this project, to design and implement an ongoing quality
Improvement program, OSFA must continue this systematic quality improvement

effort. In order to facilitate the process, this concluding chapter consider=

o The overall Quality Improvement Program design;

o The implementation of the Quality Improvement Program;

o The development of a corrective action component;

o Priorities for action.

OSFA QUALITY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

OSF1' has made a concerted effort over the past three years to identify and
implement quality control measurement and to organize corrective action analysis.
The Pell Grant Quality Control Project has proposed a wide range of corrective
actions. These proposals have not adequately Involved OSFA personnel, nor has a

formal structure for corrective action been proposed previously as a result of the
current project. This section considers the basic elements of a generalized quality
improvement program for OSFA.

The quality improvement program has two basic components; the technical QC

system with an emphasis on measurement, and the analytic component with an
emphasis on corrective actions. The major emphasis is in the design task on the
technical measurement component which attempts to identify error-prone points in
the financial aid program. Having identified these points, the objective of the
corrective action component Is to introduce program reforms which can increase
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overall program quality. The steps in the technical measurement and corrective
action components, as well as the Interaction between these components, Is
Illustrated in Figure 4-i. Quality control has been defined as a process of
identifying, correcting, and preventing error or a tendency toward error in a system.
Therefore, as shown in Figure 4-1, a formal ongoing quality control effort must
combine both a technical (or measurement) component and an analytic (or

corrective action) component.

The technical component of the quality control process is already well into the
design stage. Figure 4-1 shows that the technical component must include a
capacity to:

o Define samples;

o Define measures;

o Establish standardg

o Develop measurement mechanisms;

o Implement measurement mechanisms.

The analytic or corrective action component of the overall quality control
procedure is essential to close the loop and repeat the quality improvement cycle on
an ongoing basis. The critical elements of the corrective action component, as
shown in Figure 4-1, are

o Comparison of actual performance with standards;

o Management selection of corrective action options;

o Implement corrective actions;

o Repeat the cycle.

The development of a formal corrective process in OSFA would require signi-

ficant changes in OSFA management. Some of the assumptions that were
considered in the development of this framework were:

o The ongoing quality improvement program, especially the corrective
action component, should be Integrated into the overall management
system in OSFA;
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o The corrective action framework must interface with other management
systems and procedures in OSFA, including the Performance Monitoring
System (PMS)

o It is important that the corrective action component provide OSFA
personnel with opportunities to initiate and receive recognition for
corrective actions initiative, increasekwoductivity, and error reduction;

o A management commitment to quality in OSFA is essential to the
implementation of the overall QC system;

o The implementation of the corrective iilcticin component of the Quality
Improvement Plan should be an integr71( part of the ongoing QC system.

When proposing that a formal organizational mechanism be established for the

ongoing quality improvement program, it is necessary to consider the organizational

intent in which the system will be implemented. In OSFA, features of the current
system should be recognized in the overall design. These includes

o The formal management structure In OSFA and current initiatives to
improve management;

o The placement of the new system in the organizational hierarchy.

The Office of Student Financial Assistance is organized into functional
divisions with responsibility for different aspects of the delivery of all three
programs. Divisions are further subdivided into branches. In some divisions, such as
the Division of Program Operations and the Division of Policy and Program
Development, there are separate branches for each major program (Pell, GSL, and
Campus-Based). i In others, branches are divided by function. For example, the
Division of Certification and Program Review has five branches, each with responsi-
bility for different functions. In the larger diAsions, there are sections and units
with further refined sets of responsibilities. Within this hierarchical structure,
OSFA is in the process of implementing several significant management enhance-
ments.

One of the major management enhancements that is currently being imple-
mented in OSFA is the Goals and Objectives System. This system identifies goals,
objectives, activities tasks, subtasks, and steps for the delivery of each major
student aid program. This system has the potential of strengthening the manage-
ment of individual programs is a complement to the functional management system
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that is currently in operation. It identifies units and individuals responsible for
completing individual steps. Currently, OSFA is exploring a networking approach to
the Goals and Objectives System which will improve its program management
capability.

Another significant ma nagement enhancement being implemented in OSFA is
the Performance Monitorbig System (PMS). PMS will provide branches and sections

in OSFA with a formal mechanism fors

o identifying performance measures for individuals, units, sections, and
branches;

o Reporting on routine performance of work activities;

o Establishing goals for improving performance within units;

o Monitoring performance of Individuals, units, and sections;

o Evaluating performance of individual employees based on established
criteria;

o Recognizing and rewarding exceptional performance.

This system involves employees in establishing criteria and setting perform-
ance goals. It is being implemented in branches where the work activities are of an
ongoing repetitive nature, such as forms preparation or review.

Both systems will provide OSFA with an improved management capability.
However, In spite of these innovations, the manage: sent structure in OSFA remains

a hierarchical structure with a top-down information flow abotn policy and
procedures, and a bottom-up flow of Information about work performance. Conse-
quently, there is a gap between policy formulation and actual work activities in
OSFA, a gap accentuated by the absence of information about the types of actions
that can be taken to improve error-prone areas and functions in the delivery system.
This relationship is depicted graphically in Figure 4-2. The quality control process,
with its technical and analytic components, is intended to give OSFA a formal
mechanism for dosing the gap.

The quality improvement program is intended to provide OSFA with technical

and analytic support for the overall OSFA quality improvement process. The overall
quality improvement process must be well Integrated into the management structure

of OSFA, as well as provide a mechanism for dosing the gap between policy
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formulations and organizational activities. An illustration suggesting the placement
and the role' of the corrective action process is presented in Figure 4-3. This
placement and role Is explained more fully in the following discussion.

The basic design of the quality improvement process with its technical'juld
analytic components, should enhance the roles of OSFA managers in instituting
corrective processes in their units.

IMPLEMENTATION OF QUALITY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

The design of the OSFA quality Improvement program must consider the
formal organizational mechanisms required to put the framework into action. Four
formal mechanisms are critical to implement the overall quality control process and
the corrective action framework. These are:

o Assign Responsibilityan Individual or group must coordinate the correc-
tive action process;

o Develop Procedures for Initiating Corrective Actionsprocedures must
be developed to give OSFA personnel the opportunity to gain recognition
for identifying corrective action options;

o Develop Procedures for Implementing Corrective Actiona formal
mechanism for implementing new procedures related to the corrective
actions component of the quality control process must be developed;

o Develop a Reporting System Interface QCMIS the corrective actions
framework must be integrated with the technical aspects of the quality
control system.

Assign Responsibility

There are two optional approaches for formalizing the quality improvement
program in OSFA The first would simply require appointing a senior official to be

responsible for the Implementation of the overall program In OSFA. This official
would designate staff responsibilities for implementing the proCess and for working
with divisions and branches.
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Alternately, the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Student Financial Assistance,
in conjunction with Division Directors and Branch Chiefs, could appoint an OSFA
Quality Council. The membership ol The council, in combination, might include:

ft.1111.

o Representatives from each of the OSFA Divisions;

o Individuals with responsibility for the areas identified earlier as targets
for Increasing program quality and reducing error in each Division or
Branch;

o At least one representative from each program, GSL, Pell, and Campus-
Based.

The Quality Council should be responsible far the overall quality control
process, both the corrective action component and the technics: component. The
overall size of the group should be kept between 10 and 13 people, if possible, since
larger groups are more difficult to convene and manage. The Division of Quality
Assurance should provide staff assistance to the Quality Council. The purposes of
this council should include:

o Responsibility for the OSFA quality assurance function;

o Approval of Branch and Division quality control plans (with particular
emphasis on cross-divisional implications);

o Responsibility for Implementing the corrective action process and devel-
oping OSFA policies and procedures for Implementing and initiating
corrective actions.

Corrective Action Procedures

Another important mechanism for the overall quality control process will be
the development of a procedure for establishing corrective actions. This procedure

should be established by the Quality Council or senior official in charge of
corrective actions.

When establishing procedures for initiating corrective actions, the Quality
Council or responsible individual should recognize the different types of corrective

actions that can be taken. Specifically, the council should distinguish between:

o Type 1Working level corrective actions that can be implemented at the
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spot where the worked is performed. Usually, the Section Chief or
Branch Chief can approve this type of corrective action. The Quality
Council or responsible individual should be concerned primarily with
reporting of these actions to the QCMIS as a formal mechanism for
monitoring marginal changes;

*PP

o Type 2Corrective action analysis should be required for marginal
changes that affect more than one division or have implications for the
overall delivery system for one of the programs. The Quality Council or
responsible Individual may reserve the option to approve the selected
option. In such cases, the corrective action analysis should consider

effects of the current procedures on key participants,

effects of options on key participants,

- selected corrective action;

o Type 3Program level corrective actions should be analyzed by the
Quality Council or responsible Individual. Again, the effects of the
current system should be analyzed along with the differential effects of
the marginal change options considered. Recommendations should be
submitted to the Deputy Assistant Secretary for approval;

o Type 4Policy level corrective actions usually require actions outside of
OSFA. Some marginal changes, such as forms redesign or simplification,
require policy decisions at the level of the Secretary and above. in these
cases, the Quality Council or responsible individual should submit recom-
mendations to the Deputy Assistant Secretary. The Quality Council or
reponsible individual should, consider the types of additional procedures
that would be necessary for Type 4 corrective actions.

Procedures for Implementing Corrective Actions

Whenever a corrective action has been approved, new working procedures are

necessary. It is possible that these are never documented. Very often, formal

written procedures will be necessary. For example, when the GSL Branch, DPO,
undertook corrective actions in the area of manual interest billing, the branch
instituted new procedures. At the very least, the Quality Council or responsible

individual should establish an overall procedure for implementing corrective actions.

This should include;

o Description of the corrective action;

o Description of activities' tasks and steps affected by the change (perhaps
related to the Goals and Objectives System);
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o Documentation of written procedures that are to be changed;

o Notation of new procedures that should be developed.

QCMIS Reporting

The 'corrective action system should feed directly Into the quality control
management information system. The corrective action reports to QCMIS should
consist of:

o Summary reports from Divisions and Branches;

o Corrective action analysis reports;

o Corrective action implementation reports.

These reports will vary in frequency and purpose. Summary reports should be

designed to provide periodic reporting on progress. Along with the implementation

of the corrective action process, the reports could provide the basis of the
corrective action reporting system. The type of corrective action analysis reports
used would depend on the types of corrective actions being implemented according

to the above framework. The corrective action implementation reports would
provide a mechanism for reporting on the effects, or savings, of implementing each

corrective action. Formal report formats could be developed for each type of
report.

CORRECTIVE ACTION COMPONENT OF OSFA QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAM

The development of the corrective action component of the ongoing quality

improvement program would represent a significant departure from past practice in

OSFA. It would require building a commitment across OSFA to quality

improvement. As discussed earlier, this would require a formal designation of a
senior OSFA official or other person to be responsible for implementation of the
quality improvement program, especially the corrective action component. The

implementation of the corrective action component would require implementing a

corrective action process.

4-11
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The senior official appointed by the Deputy Assistant Secretary, or Quality
Council, should initiate an annual quality improvement program In OSFA. This

requires a significant investment In analysis. John L. Kidwell' observes:
MOP

44.

A quality improvement program is an Investment; manpower will be
spent if results are expected. In order to put everything into the proper
perspective, a fact-finding activity Is a prerequisite to this Investment.
One good way of Involving the whole organization in this phase is to
give key managers specific responsibilities In the fact finding. The
recommended approach is through an appointment of an ad hoc team.

Kidwell recommends that the ad hoc team have the same membership require-

ments as the Quality Council recommended in the previous section. The basic steps

proposed by Kidwell for the annual quality improvement analysis plan arc

o Determine quality policy and current compliance with quality policy;

o Determine or estimate quality costs;

o Identify dominant quality problems;

Determine compliance to the operating units quality system;

o Identify the existing defect prevention system;

o Collate and analyze findings;

o Develop recommendations for unit management.

These steps are used here as a basis for an action plan for implementing the

OSFA corrective action system. The action plan is outlined below.

Determine Quality Policy and Compliance

Determination of the OSFA quality policy could be one of the most critical
tasks of the Quality Council. Kidwell defines quality as "that degree of excellence

'John L. Kidwell, A Profit Plan for Quality, Waterford, Ct.: The John L. Kidwell
Company, 1975.

2Ibid, p. 34.
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of a product or service that provides for full customer satisfaction. over the
expected life, with timely availability at a cost to the customer that he can afford,
and at a profit to the proc:edures".3 Clearly, this definition would have to be
modified to fit a definition of quality for student aid delivery systems. It is possible
that the QC objectives in each subsystem, Identified in Chapter 3, could serve as a
basis for developing the OSRA quality statement. Once the definition is developed,

the. Quality Council initiates the action plan. The first step In the action plan is for
the Quality Council to request Division Directors to:

o Review OSFA quality definition and program requirements;

o Determine the applicability of the definition to their organization;

o Determine whether or not improvements in the operation are required to
adopt the quality policy;

o Determine the extent to which current documentation ant! procedures
are adequate.

Divisions and Branches may identify significant improvements that should be
made. For larger Branches, the Branch Chief may need to involve section chiefs and
unit chiefs in the program. The information generated from this process will
provide a starting point for developing the corrective action system.

Estimate Quality Costs

Costs of Quality (COQ) is a concept Kidwell recommends for highlighting and

displaying the "cost of unquality." According to this view, the concept of quality
cost management is a simple one"once you know these costs, you can take steps to
reduce those costs that offend you".4 In order to achieve this type of incentive
structure, it is necessary for the units to report:

o Costs of quality program (either a QC module or system enhancements
developed internally);

3Ibid, p.30.

4Ibid, p. 36.
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o Costs of losses caused by nonconformance to standards. (This will
require fuller specification of loss or gains.)

This type of analysis can help Division and Branch Chiefs to Identify areas
where corrective actions can be implemented. For example, during the past year,
both the Pell Branch and GSL Branch of DPO have implemented marginal changes
that could result in substantial savings. The establishment of this type of reporting
system would provide a formal mechanism for giving recognition for such enhance-
ment..

The specific critical activities identified in Chapter 3 can provide a basis for
this step. The focus of this preliminary analysis should be on Identifying the amount
of error In the system.

The basic question here Is, "What needs to be fixed?" Quality costs tell
managers the areas where improvements are needed. The Pareto approach to
corrective action analysis can be applied. This approach recognizes that 80 percent
of the problems are caused by 20 percent of the cases; therefore, the Division and
Branch managers should focus on their most error-prone areas. They should be
asked to identify their own dominant quality problems, their seriousness and
magnitude. They should be asked to separate the "vital few" problems from the
"trivial many." Corrective actions should be directed toward Important problem
areas.

This list of critical activities also provides a basis for this step. OSFA

managers, or perhpas the Quality Council, could go through this list to identify
priorities for continued action.

Determine Compliance to Unit Quality System

This will be a two-step process. Since most units now have an overall quality
improvement plan, it will be necessary to first develop a quality plan for the unit
this should evolve out of the review in the prior step.



Generally, organizations have two quality systems: The one they think they

have, and the ones they actually have., In order to determine the actual quality
system, it will be necessary to ask OSFA managers:

o U the basic functions are being performed;

o If these are established standards for these activities;

o If these standards are actually adhered to;

o If the new standards are needed.

4114111P.

Kidwell recommends that the Quality Council establish a "Quality Audit
Guideline." Once these guidelines are established, several quality audit teams

should be formed to the selected areas. The audit teams should have the

responsibility in the area being audited.

In OSFA, audit teams should work on those activities that are considered the

highest priority. Technical assistance may be desired for some high priority targets.

The emphasis should be on establishing and refining reasonable tolerance and
standards for these critical activities.

Determine the Defect Prevention System

Defect prevention, especially marginal corrective actions, should be the
responsibilky of operating emits. The corrective action procedures outlined in the

previous section should help establish this principal in OSFA. The Quality Council

should consider whether the operating units have internal corrective action systems.

The basic question that should be asked of all managers is: What are the things you

do, every day, in managing your workers, to prevent their making mistakes? The
response will indicate the current defect prevention system in the unit.

The process implemented by the GSL Branch, DPO for the manual interest

billing and reinsurance activity should serve as a model for this type of corrective

action. In both cases, the Branch Chief took responsibility for identifying and

correcting basic problems. Each of the critical activities could be managed
similarly by Branch Chiefs and other managers on a project basis.

5Ibid.
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Collate and Analyze Findings

A significant amount of information will be generated from the prior steps. A
critical task Is to put these results together Into a meaningful report. The report
should focus on

o Cause and effect relationship;

o The effects of the current system;

o The marginal changes that can be made to improve performance;

o Assessment of the likely effects of possible marginal change.

Most of the seriously negative effects of the current student aid delivery
system can be improved through marginal improvements to the current system. The
critical activities could all be the subject of this type of analysis.

Install Ongoing Corrective Action System

Once the Quality Council has been through this cycle, the basic parameters of
the ongoing corrective action system can be defined and implemented. In fact, this
process can become an annual corrective action process that can lead to ongoing
refinement and improvement of the student aid delivery system. The imp.1ementa-
tion of corrective actions in each of the critical activities would not lead to
improved overall performance of the delivery system.

PRIORITIES FOR ACTION

This report has summarized a two-year quality system design and technical
assistance task that has focused on the development of an ongoing Quality Improve-
ment program for the Office of Student Financial Assistance. In order to assure the
continued implementation of the quality improvement program, the following prior-
ities for continued action have been identified:

o Assign responsibility for quality program;
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o Design and development of quality control management information
system;

o Implement corrective action component of quality improvement
program;

o Continue to develop selected targets of opportwaty.

Responsibility for Quality knproveraart Program

It has been proposed in this chapter that the Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Student Financial Assistance designate a senior official responsible for the OSFA
quality improvement program. Alternately, a Quality Council can be appointed to
oversee the implementation of the quality improvement program.

Quality Control Management kdormation System

As Indicated in Chapter 3, the Quality Control Management Information
System (QCMIS) is the critical implementation link of the measurement component
of the quality improvement program. The QCMIS shared emphasis:

o Refinement of reporting mechanisms from other OSFA quality control
systems and subsystems, according to the framework that has already
been established;

o Systematic analysis of policy and management issues inherent in the
results of the ongoing measurement syrm;

o Possible inclusion of the corrective action component.

Corrective Action Component

The corrective action component of the overall quality improvement should
Involve all organizational units in OSFA In a systematic quality improvement
program. It is possible that data analyzed as part of the Delivery System
Assessment Task, Part II of Stage II, could be used to analyze and prioritize
corrective action options for each delivery system activity. A blueprint for this
type of involvement was discussed earlier. The reporting mechanism developed
from this process could be incorporated into the QCMIS.



Targets of Opportunity

In addition to continuing development of the reporting mechanisms across the

OSFA QC system, at least two of the targets of opportunity already considered -jre

in need of continued technical assistance. Chapter 3 identifies a list of possible

targets. This chapter proposes a strategy for developing a systematic framework

for developing corrective actions for each target. The goal of OSFA should be to

establish a corrective action agenda using this framework.
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This appendix provides a framework for developing the OSFA Quality Control
Management Information System (QCAUS). The concept behind the QCMIS
framework is simple but effective. Based on the Pareto principle, which
hypothesizes that 20 percent of the cases cause eight percent of the problem!! a
strategic approach to QC development In OSFA was developed. The strategic
approach assumes that the most error-prone areas should be selected for QCMIS
development, and puts the $0120 principle into action by targeting corrective
actions on the 20 percent of the cues with the biggest problems. This strategy
worked effectively during Stage II of the quality control study.

When fully developed the QCMIS should provide a defined set of inputs,
processes and outputs for each component, or module, in the OSFA QC system. This

appendix focuses exclusively on the outputs of the system. The QCMIS, as explained
in Chapter 3, would consist of routine management reports on QC measurement of
critical activities in OSFA. In addition to reviewing these report formats, this
overview provides a framework for the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Student
Financial Aid, or a Quality Improvement Council, to select new targets for QC
development.

The overview is divided into three major sections. The first section considers
the report formats for the external quality control system. The second reviews the
report formats and options for the two management level quality control
subsystems. Finally, the third section proposes a framework for identifying the
quality control measurement that can be developed for the OSFA student aid
delivery system. This section includes examples of report formats and sample
applications of the framework. An objective of Stage III of the Pell Grant Quality
Control Study will be to develop fully the specification for the OSFA QCMIS. The
purpose of this appendix is to identify report formats for the QCMIS. It does not
specify the system. The final section does, however, provide a framework that can

be used to specify the QCMIS for critical delivery system activities.

EXTERNAL MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

The long-range goal of the OSFA Quality Improvement Program is to have
ongoing external QC systems for all three major program components: Pell, GSL,
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and Campus-Based. Currently only one of these has been developedthe Pell

external QC measurement system. Stage I of the Pell QC study actually provided a

measurement of the error levels for Pen. As part of Stage II of the Pell QC study,

guidelines were developed for ongoing Pell QC measurement systems. During tage

M of the Pell QC study, this study is being replicated. It is possible that the Pell

QC study could be extended to include the Campus-Based programs. The GSL

programs would require a separate QC study since it would probably include lenders

as well as applicants and postsecondary institutions. The report formats for the

three components are described below.

For the Pell Grant Program, the key summary report for the QCMIS would

give the summary estimation of Institution and student error. The format for this

report, as presented in the executive summary of Stage I of the Pell Grant QC

study, Figure A-1, includes summary estimates for the net and gross number dollar

error, the percent of individuals or institutions with errors, and the mean error

amount. The table also provides an indication of the amount of overaward and

underaward. The Pell QC studies, of course, provide more detailed results including

specialized analyses of policy issuei, but these basic summary reports can provide

the basis for QCMIS reporting. Additional summary tables would provide a basis for

QCMIS reports which include:

o Breakdowns for the size of disbursement errors (see Figure A-2 for an
illustration);

o Impact of selected incorrect application items on grant disbursements
(illustrated in Figure A-3);

o Summary of institutional error Incidence (illustrated in Figure A-4).

For Campus-Based programs, the table structure would be similar, although

the definitions of error, both for applicants and institutions, would vary

considerably. As part of Stage III of the Pell Grant QC study, Advanced Technology

is refining a list of error for institutional and student errors for the Campus-Based

programs. When developed, these can be further refined into summary report

formats for the QCMIS.



' ALL twie NET ERROR

DOLLARS % OF RECIPIENTS MEANS DOLLARS S OF RECIPIENTS MEAN3

Institution Error' $210 M 37% $ 89 $ i0 M 37%
.

$ 4

Student Error' 1395 M 44% $167 $301 M 44% $128.

Total of Student A
Institution Errors $605 N 71%4 $256 $311 14

744 $132

Total Case Error $568 M 11%4 $241 $312 M 71%4 $132

OVERAVAROINO ERROR ORDERAWARDIMO ERROR

DOLLARS % OF RECIPIENTS MEANS DOLLARS % OF RECIPIENTS PIEMS

institution Error! $110 N 20% $237 -WO N 17% -1741

Student Error' $340 M 36% $412 -$ 47 If 9% -1237.

Student and
Institution Errors $458 M 49%4 1396 -$147 N 22%4 -$283

Total Case Error $440 N 49%4 $378 -$178 N 72%4 -$249
.

'Missing affidavits or statements of educational purpose and financial aid transcripts are not

included As institutional error. Any cases with error greater than two dollars are included.

?Amount of error associated with all types of total'institutional error plus all types of student

error per recipients totalled independently.

'Mean for all recipients.

4Undeplicated count of institution and /or student error.

SMean for cases with error.

Source: Advanced Technology, Inc and Westat, Inc. Quality in the DaSie Grant Delivery Systevit.
Executive Summary, p. 5.

FIGURE A-I

ESTIMATED INSTITUTION AND STUDEKT ERROR

NOT INCIODINO AFP/FAT ERROR-4980-91
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AWARD ERROR

PERCENTAGE OF CASES

STUDENT &

ALL STUDENT & -INSTITUTION ERROR STUDENT ERROR

INSTITUTION NOT INCLUDING NOT INCLUD}NG

ERROR -AEP/FAT ERROR AEP/FAT ERRUR

$551 and less 2.3% 2.4 0.8

$251 to - $550 4.9% 5.6 2.0

$151 to - $250 3.4% 3.7 1.4

$51 to - $150 5.4% 5.8 2.5

.- S3 to . $50 4.2% 4.4 2.0

S2 to - $2 26.3% 28.6 53.7

8.1% 8.8 5.0

8.6% 8.9 6.3

7.5% 7.9 6.1

12.2% 11.9 9.5

17.1% 124T---.' 10.8

7'

Award Errors in
,/

Excess of $150 47.4% 43.5 - 30.5

$3 to $50

$51 to $150

$151 to $250

$251 to $550

More than $550

Award Errors in
Excess of $250 36.5% 32.0 23.1

Source: Advanced Technology, Inc., and Westat, Inc. Quality in the Basic

Grant Delivery System, Executive Summary. p. 6.

FIGURE A-2

DISBURSEMENT ERROR BY RANGES

A-4
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APPLICATION ITEM

RESULTING AWARD RESULTING
ERROR (NET INCREASE IN AWARDS

IN MILLIONS)1 PER STUDENT (NETIx

Adjusted Gross Income 5125 $53

Student/Spouse 1979 Income 43 18

Nontaxable Income (Other Than 41 17

Social Security)

Household Size 35 15

Student/Spouse Assets 1979 26 11

Number in Postsecondary 13 5
Education Institutions

2 For policy purposes, the data from our sample are extrapolated to
program -wide error levels. Note that there is substantial overlap of error
amounts, so column total is larger than actual total student error. Data
are rounded to the nearest million.

2 Data are rounded to the nearest dollar.

Source: Advanced Technology, Inc., and Westat, Inc. Quality in the Basic

Grant Delivery System, Executive Summary, p. 8.

FIGURE A-3

IMPACT OF SELECTED INCORRECT APPLICATION ITEMS

ON GRANT DISBURSEMENT ERROR 89A C
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ESTIMATED
RECIPIENTS
VIM ERROR

PERCENT
OF ALL

RECIPIENTS

MEAN ABSOLUTE
ERROR FOR

RECIPIENTS
WITH ERROR

IMP
4111.

Total Institution Error 991,000 42% $364

Institution Error
without AEP/FA7 Error 873,000 37% $239

,CoAponents1

AEP/FAT Error 181,000 7.7% $933

BA and Citizenship Error 4,000 .2% $849

Program Eligibility Error 31,300 1.3% $789

Cost of Attendance2 354,000 15.0% $177

Enrollment Status Error2 430,000 18.2% $219

Calculation Error2 368,000 15.6% $ 79

1Component figures are computed independently for each type of error.
The sum therefore exceeds the total of all error, because error has been
counted more than once in all cases where more than one type of.error
occurs.

2Estimeted breakdown of institutional error components using Spring 1981
tra757.717710 component figures will be derived from institutional
reconciliation rosters as part of Stage Two of this project.

Source: Advanced Technology. Inc.,-and Westat, Inc.Quality in the Basic
Grant Delivery System, Executive Summary, p. 9.

FIGURE A-4

SUMMARY OF INSTITUTIONAL ERROR INCIDENCE

AND ABSOLUTE VALUE IN DOLLARS
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For the GSL program these basic report formats would have to be revised to
include lenders and guarantee agencies as well as students. The definition of errors
will also vary for the GSL program.

MANAGEMENT LEVEL REPORTS

The design OSFA Quality Improvement program design includes two basic QC

measurement modules that operate at the management level in OSFA. Both have
elements that cut across programs and subsystems in the delivery systems. These
are a vendor processor quality control system and a goals and objectives quality
control system. An overview of the types of reports that could be developed for the
QCMIS follows.

Vendor/Processor QC

The vendor/processor quality control subsystem is actually comprised of a
series of contracts for the processing function for OSFA programs. The internal
reporting forms developed for reporting on vendor/processor contracts are contained
in Figure A-5. They include two types of performance data:

o Data on a series of key processing measures;

o Data on exceptions (measures of performance that are operating outside
of established tolerance levels).

The 'form is designed for middle-level managers; therefore, only critical
indicators of contractor performance are reported so that managers do not have to
wade through excessive information to find the data they are interested in.

The section on key measures selects a number of key processing activities (in
Pell, for example, these might be applications processing, corrections processing,

correspondence service, and telephone service), and for each one, reports

inf,rmation on:

o Processing volume;

o Processing costs;

o Error rates.

A-7
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lonitor's Name

leporting Period: From
To

KEY MEASURE

Volume information

In

Out

Time (Average Processing/
Response Time)

Cost information

Baseline Estimate

Actual Cost

Error Rate

Standard

Actual

Other Key Measures
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In addition, other key measures are presented and compared to predetermined

standards to measure processing efficiency. (in Ptril, other key measures may
include the number of applications In the system more than 20 days, the number of

corrections In the system more than 10 days, the percent of applications with mere

than one transaction, and the percent of edit identified errors that are real errors.)

For each measure, data are reported for this processing .period, the prior processing

period, and the year-to-date. This use of trend data allows the identificatim
potential processing problems before they become actual problems and the prompt

initiation of corrective actions.

The section on exceptions is divided Into the various processing steps and

mtbsteps. These steps and substeps are:

o Production control;

Oa

W.

OM

4OP

Information receipt,
data entry,
data edit,
compute,
doarneast production and mailing,
corrections.

o Fiscal control;

o Software quality assurance;

o Productivity control;

o Reporting process;

o Corrective action process.

Since there are so many potential quality control measures in a

vendor/processor contract, this section of the z report Is actually a table shell on

which the monitor lists only measures that are operating outside of tolerance

ranges. Depending upor contractor performance, the number of exceptions may run

from zero to several dozen. This table shell approach provides, a much more

readable and useable format for managers than pre-printing all possible performance

measures.



OSFA Goals and Objectives System

The basic reports for the current OSFA goals and objectives system consists of

Gann charts for all activities and tasks required to &tit?* student aid. As a plikt.of

the Stage U Pell Grant QC study, Advanced Technology did a, QC enhancement study

of this system. This enhancement study focused on testing the network concept for

the delivery of student aid program it was concluded that the network approach

could generate a variety of summary management reports. These include:

o A cost control Gantt chart for each phase of the process or function that
displays the schedule status of activities to be accomplished within the
Baseline Cost Estimate (SCE) funds available;

o A cost status report that lists fixed and variable costs with associa:ed
activities;

o A resource analysis report which describes, in dollars, the status of funds
(budgeted or actual) within each cost center of the BCE;

o A cost-versus-time plot of budget-versus-obligated funds for each cost
center of the BCE;

o A critical path of the activities network that routinely reports planned
and actual achievement of project activities.

The OSFA Goals and Objectives system has the capacity to meet OSFA
decision support needs, '.specially if the network approach is used. OSFA's decision

support needs are illustrated in Figure A-6. All of these needs can be met by an

automated networking system, such as the PRIME/VISION system used for the QC

enhancement study.

At a policy-level, the Goals and Objectives system using the network approach

can provide summary reports on the status of the delivery system, status reports on

programs and subsystems, simulations of decision plans, and resource tacking and

allocation reports. These reports can be tailored to meet The routine reporting

needs of senior administrators or to provide early warning of system breakdown.

Such decision support systems can also meet the detailed reporting needs of middle

managers and operations managers.
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DELIVERY LEVEL QC MIS FRAMEWORK

During Stage II of the PeU Grant Quality Control Study, OSFA experimented
with the strategic approach to QC system development. The methodology preied
effective at improving the capacity of operating units in OSFA to measure error and
to design corrective actions. The major limitations of this approach were;

o OSFA had limited capability to identify error-prone points in the
delivery system, since there was not a comprehensive QC framework;

o Onve an area was selected for QC development, the actual strategies for
developing the QC measurement system had to be identified.

Based on t f xperience during Stage In. it is now possible to suggest the basic
rents of such an analysis system. Two parts of the Stage II study can be used to

z.,Ir_Lest such a framework. First, the framework developed in the Delivery System

Assessment Task, Part II of Stage II, provides a reference point and methodology for
developing a comprehensive QCMIS framework, one that can be used to identify QC
measures for key activities. Second, the experience with targets of opportunity
during the Part I study can be used to help identify strategies for developing these
QC measures.

A framework for developing a comprehensive QCMIS for the OSFA delivery

system is proposed in this section. First, however, it is necessary to review the
framework used in the Delivery System Assessment Task.

Delivery System Assessment Framework

The Delivery System Assessment Task used a very detailed methodology to
specify the current student aid delivery system, to develop a model to measure Its
effects, and to apply this model to the current system. This same methodology can
be adapted to develop a QC measurement framework.

The methodology for developing the analytic model for the Delivery System
Task required taking a series of analytic steps. These were:

A-17 1 C 8



o Step Is Specify the current delivery system in the form of input-
process-output (IPO) chains.

o Step 2s Develop Independently a detailed list of program features for
each program.

11.11111.

o Step 3s Determine which program features influence each delivery
system activity.

o Step 44 Determine the intervening variablet that are relevant to each
delivery system activity.

o Step lt Determine which effects are influenced by each delivery system
activity.

o Step 6: Develop measures for each effect at each delivery system
activity.

o Step 7: Identify existing data sources or develop new data sources for
each measure.

o Step & Identify methods of analysis for each effect at each system step.

This process resulted in a preliminary specification of the entire student aid
delivery system. This specification is currently being revised. The refined list of
delivery system activities Is contained in Figure 3-4 in Chapter 3. A series of
reports were generated during the course of this analysis. These were:

o A review of previous approaches to delivery system issues, which
resulted in a context paper;

o A preliminary model, which provided the logic for developing the
detailed model;

o A specification of the arrant system, including program features (from
laws, regulations, and administrative decisions) and system steps (in the
form of input, process, output chains) for each activity in the delivery
system;

o A general assesonent model, which Identifies intervening variables and
effects for each delivery system activity;

o An analytic agenda, which identifies measures, data sources, and
methods of analysis for each effect.

The three key reports in this series, as far as the methodology for the QC
measurement framework is concerned, are the specifications, the general model,



and the analytic agenda. The relationship between the three documents is
illustrated In Figure A-7. The specification document identified the program
features and delivery system steps associated with each activity in the current
delivery system. Figure A4 illustrates the formation for the specification orbne
delivery system activity. The General Assessment r.:.rdel identified the intervening
variables and effects for each activity. Figure A-9 provides an illustration of the
format for this analysis for the same activity. The analytic agenda further extended
this framework by, identifying measures, data sources, and analysis methods for each

effect. This is illustrated in Figure A-10. The methodology proposed below applied
this same methodology.

The General Assessment Model is being applied curremly in the analysis of the

effects of the current delivery system alternatives. The steps required to apply the
model are:

o Evaluate the csrrent system, including an estimation of baseline effects
on all participants;

o Identify delivery system alternatives, based on review of past proposals
and community input;

o Specify selected alternatives, including program features and system
steps;

o Assess alternatives, including estimation of differential effects on
participants;

o Specify intent, perhaps in different ways;

o Rank alternatives according to specification of intent.

If the QC development framework is developed, then it can be systematically
applied, csing the strategic approach, to high error-prone points in the delivery
system. In fact, the results of the assessment of the current system can be used to
Identify error-prone points.

Delivery Level QC Measurement Framework

The framework and analysis completed a:: part of the Delivery System
Assessment Task provide the basis for the proposed framework for the delivery level
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EEST PELL GRANT COMPONENT

1. PRE.APPL1CATION SUBSYSTEM

1.1 Budget Forecasting Activity

INTERVENING VARIABLES EFFECTS

a. Funds available for activity
Timeliness and content of relevant political decisions
Degree of change from previous year
Tedmology available /used
Staff productivity
Data base available/wed

b. Accuracy of forecasting activities
integration of forecasts with other activities

c. Policy decisions of Administration, Congress
Forecasting technology available/used
Similarities across programs

d. IN.edktability of program changes
Availability, accuracy of data used
Predictability of changes in the participant
population
Forecasting technology avallable/used

e. Type, availability, completeness, timeliness,
accuracy of data used
Forecasting technology available /used

DRA*T

a. Administrative Costs (Federal Government)

b. Fund Control (Federal Government)

c. integration Across Programs (Federal Government)

d. Fund Forecasting (Federal Government)

e. Availability of Program Information
(Federal Government)

f. Accuracy of forecasting activities f. Distribution of Aid
Policy decisions of Administration/Congress (Applicant/Family)

FIGURE A-9
_.. v.r orserrost spercellitirr WW1115
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EFFECTS

PELL GRANT COMPONENT

I. PRE-APPUCATIPON SUBSYSTEM

IA Budget Forecasting Activity

MEA,SURES

a. Administrative Costs Costs to Federal government
(Federal Government) of developing budget fore-

cast

b. I Fund Control
I (Federal Government)

c. Fund Forecasting
(Federal Government)

117

Supplemental appropriations
needed during the year or
the turnbeck of funds
occurring at year's end

Difference between budget
forecast and actual program
expenditures for the year

DATA SOURa.S

DPPD and OPBE budgets
Interviews with appro-
priate ED personnel

Budget data

MS data
Budget data
Applicant-based model
ISFAM

FIGURE A-10

ILLUSTRATION OF THE FORMAT FOR

THE ANALYTIC AGENDA

DRAFT

ANALYSIS METHODS

From interviews and t docurnevels,
determine Federal trative
costs attrOmtabk to the budget fore-
casting function

Deferrable magnitude and frequency
of both supplemental appropriations
required and funds returned for past
years, using budget data

Calculate difference between budget
forecast prior to year's end and actual
expenditures for that year
Analyze the Impact of changes in the
delivery system on accuracy of budget
forecasts by simulating prior year
data, using the applicant -based model
or ISFAM
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QC measurement framework. There are two key steps in the development of the
framework.

First, the specifications document provides a starting point for specif-in i.the
types of quality control that can be developed for each critical activity. Figure
A-11 illustrates the framework for doing this. The specification of the current
system identifies the program features for each activity, as well as the delivery
systems required to complete each activity, in the form of inputs, processes, and
outputs. It is possible to use those specifications to develop the QC framework.
Specifically, for each critical activity, it would be necessary to:

o Identify the types of quality control that apply, including receipt control,
productivity control, and fund control;

o Identify the specific QC measures that apply such as timing of receipt of
documents and completion of reviews for production control;

o Identify potential data sources for all measures;

o Identify the specific strategies that could be used to develop the QC
measurement component.

For illustrative purposes these steps have to be applied to two delivery system
activities. Figure A-12 applies it to activity 2; student application examples
Illustrates how the vendorfprocOssor function fer Pell would be illustated in this
framework. The second illusrtra on is Figure A-13, activity 6.6, GSL claims and
collections, which is an activity t is currently being reviewed for QC.

The second key element of framework will be the reanalysis of the results
of the assessment of the curr t delivery system, which has been recently
completed. The assessment of the current system provides baseline measures for
each delivery system effect and yzes how Individual activities contribute to
each effect. A reanalysis of this dais could help inform the QC framework in two
ways. These are:

o The analysis would be used to identify the measurement wtrate!,ties for
each activity;

o It could also be used to identify error-prone points in the delivery
system.



ISPECIFICATION OF THE CyRRENT
DELIVERY SYSTEMI

DRAFT

IDELIVERY SYSTEM LEVEL QCMIS
MEASUREMENT FRAMEWORK2

Features/
Activity

Delivery System
Steps Type of QC QC Measures Data Sources

1.41110.

Strategy

tLaws

Regulations

Administrative
Decisions

Inputs

Proce

Receipt
Control

Productivity
Control

Fund
Control

Timing

Performance

Dollars

Proced-wP,s/
fogs

Behavior

System
Performance

Method for
de"kring QC
Measurement
System

Outputs

I A preliminary specification for the current student aid delivery system was developed by Advanced Technology, Inc., as part of the
Delivery System Assessment Task. This specification is currently being revised to incorporate input from OSFA personnel.

2The format for this report will be similar to the "Analytic Agenda to the Current System," developed as part of the Delivery System .

Assessment Task. The content will reflect the findings of that analysis.

FIGURE A-I I

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE

DELIVERY SYSTEM LEVEL QCMIS
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TYPE OF QC

Receipt
Control

Productivity
Control

122

MEASURES

Count of applications received

Backlog of applications

Processing time from receipt to
data entry

Count of applications flagged by
cursory edit

Count of the number of times a
particular edit is used

Percent of errors in sorting
applications by type

Count of applications entered
versus counts at various
automated processing steps

Count and percentage of errors
by keystroke, data element, and
form

DATA SOURCES

QC and QA sample

Contractor data base
and QA sample

QC and QA sample

DRAFT
STRATEGY

Compare counts of in-
coming documents to
counts at various pro-
duction steps

Analyze efficiency of
processing by measuring
backlogs

Take independent sample
of documents received,
assign ID number, record
date and time of entry
into system, and track
through processing stream

Analyze accuracy of edit
procedures

Contractor data base

Contractor data base

QC and QA sample

Contractor data base

QC and QA sample

FIGURE A-12

EXAMPLE It OF DELIVERY LEVEL (QCMIS) FRAMEWORK: STUDENT

APPLICATION ACTIVITY (FOR AN APPLICATION PROCESSING CONTRACT)

Analyze reliability of edit
procedures

Analyze the accuracy of
information sorts

Analyze whether applica-
tions are being lost
after entry

Take an independent
sample of input docu-
ments and compare trans-
formed data to original
documents for accuracy

oI
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TYPE OP QC MEASURES

Productivity
Control (Cont.)

124

Backlog of applications

Processing time from receipt at
keypunch to completion of data
entry

DATA SOURCES

Contractor data base

QC and QA sample

Count of telephone inquiries Contractor data base

Percent incoming calls placed on QC and QA sample
hold

Average length of time calls QC and QA sample
placed on hold

Count of number of calls per
application

Accuracy of answering applicant
questions

Contractor data base

QC and QA sample

DRAFT

STRATEGY

Analyze efficiency of
data entry by measuring
backlogs

Take independent sample
and monitor processing
time from receipt at key -
punch to data entry

Analyze telephone inquiry
logs

Independently monitor
operators and record
number of calls placed
on hold

Independently monitor
operators and record
length of time call is
on hold

Analyze telephone inquiry
logs and assess how well
overall processing system
works and how under-
standable procedures are
to applicant

Independently monitor
operators for accuracy
by phoning in typical
questions and recording
accuracy of response

FIGURE A-12 (Continued)

EXAMPLE 11 OF DELIVERY LEVEL (QCMIS) FRAMEWORK: STUDENT

APPLICATION ACTIVITY (FOR AN APPLICATION PROCESSING CONTRACT)

I
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TYPE OF QC

DRAFT
MEASURES DATA SOURCES STRATEGY

Productivity Count of letters received Contractor data base Analyze receipt control
Control (Cont.) logs

Count of responses to letters Contractor data base Analyze accuracy of
correspondence service
by assessing percentage
of letters receiving a
timely response

Average number of days before a QC and QA sample. Take independent sample
response is mailed of incoming letters,

assign In number, record
entry date and time, and
monitor until response is
mailed

Fund Control

126

Accuracy of answering applicant QC and QA sample Write sample letters and
questions monitor accuracy and

timeliness of responses

Percent of output data computed QC and QA sample Take independent sample
accurately of applications and

manually replicate com-
putation of output.
Compare with automated
compute steps. Analyze
accuracy for various
volumes of applications.

Actual versus budgeted processing Contractor data base Analyze cost trends since
costs by period of performance volume varies over course

of year affecting cost.
(For CPFP contract only).

FIGURE A-12 (Continued)

EXAMPLE 01 OF DELIVERY LEVEL (QCMIS) FRAMEWORK: STUDENT

APPLICATION ACTIVITY (FOR AN APPLICATION PROCESSING CONTRACT)
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TYPE OF QC

Fled Control
(Cont.)

128

MEASURES

Actual versus budgeted processing
costs by cost center

DATA SOURCES

Contractor data base

Actual unit costs versus budgeted Contractor data base
unit costs

DRAFT
STRATEGY

Analyze cost trends by
cost center. (For CPFF
contract only)

Analyze unit cost by time
period since cost may
vary based on volume

FIGURE A-I2 (Continued)

EXAMPLE 11 OF DELIVERY LEVEL (QCMIS) FRAMEWORKS STUDENT

APPLICATION ACTIVITY (FOR AN APPLICATION PROCESSING CONTRACT)

I
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TYPE OF QC

Receipt Control

130

MEASURES

Count of claims received

Count of collections received

Processing backlog of claims

Processing backlog of collections

Processing time from receipt to
data entry (claims)

Processing time from receipt to
data entry (collections)

DATA SOURCES

Processing information
at Student Loan Pro-
cessing Center (SLPC)

Processing information
at DPO

Processing information
at SLPC

Processing Information
at DPO

Processing information
at SLPC and QC data

Processing information
at DPO and SLPC plus
QC data

Count of claims flagged by edits Processing information
at SLPC

FIGURE A-13

EXAMPLE #2 OF DELIVERY LEVEL (QCM1S) FRAMEWORK:

CLAIMS AND COLLECTIONS ACTIVITY

bRAIPT

STRATEGY

Compare counts of 1189
forms received to counts
at various production
steps

Compare counts of 1189-2
forms received to counts
at various production
steps

Analyze efficiency of
1189 processing by
measuring 1189 form
backlogs

Analyze efficiency of
1189-2 processing by
measuring 1189-2 form
backlogs

Assign all claims an ID
number, record date and
and time of entry into
system, and track through
processing stream

Assign all collections an
in number, record date
and time of entry into
system, and track th- nigh
processing stream

Analyze accuracy of edit
procedures for 1189 forms
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TYPE OF QC

Receipt Control
(Cont.)

Productivity
Control

MEASURES DATA SOURCES

DRAFT

STRATEGY

Count of collections flagged by edits Processing information Analyze accuracy of edit
at DPO and SLPC procedures for 1189-2

forms

Count and percentage of errors
by keystroke, data element, and
form

Processing Information Take independent sample
at SLPC and QC data of claims and collections

and compare transformed
data to original 1189 and
1189-2 forms

Backlog of claims and collections . Processing information Analyze efficiency of
at SLPC 1189 and 1139-2 data

entry by measuring
backlogs

Count of claims and collections Processing information Compare counts from
received compared with counts of at SLPC and DPO control logs at SLPC and
claims paid and checks desposited DPO to claims and

collections data at Office
of Financial Management
Services (OFMS)

Accuracy of rebalancing 1189 totals Processing information Design formal staff pro-
to reflect rejected transactions at DPO and QC data cedures and provide

training on procedures.
On sample basis, validate
computations

Accuracy of resolving adjustments Processing information Design formal staff pro-
to balances at DPO and QC data cedures and provide

training on proceduret.
On sample basis, validate
computations

FIGURE A-13 (Cont.)

CLAIMS AND COLLECTJONS ACTTFITY

EXAMPLE 2 OF DELIVERY LEVEL (QCMIS) FRAMEWORK
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TYPE OF QC

Productivity
Control (Cont.)

Fund Control

134

MEASURES DATA SOURCES

Accuracy and timeliness of responding Processing information
to questions from state agencies at DPO and QC data

Accuracy of preparing voucher
(1166 form)

Number of overpayments and
underpayments

Number of duplicate payments

Accuracy of collections data

Processing information
at DPO and QC data

Processing information
at DPO and QC data

Processing information
at BCS

Processing information
at DPO and QC data

FIGURE A-13 (Cont.)

CLAIMS AND COLLECTIONS ACTIVITY

EXAMPLE 12 OF DELIVERY LEVEL (QCMIS) FRAMEWORK

DRAFT
STRATEGY

Take sample of corres-
pondence received from
state agencies and moni-
tor accuracy of response
and response time

Design formal staff pro-
cedures and provide
training on procedures.
On sample basis, validate
computations

Design formal staff pro-
cedures and provide
training on procedures.
On sample basis, verify
claims paid against 1159
farm

Analyze accuracy of edit
routine to prevent dupli-
cate payments

Design formal staff pro-
cedures and provide
training. On sample
basis, verify collections
received against 1189 -2
form. Design procedures
to separate collections
into principal and interest
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. DRAPT -.

TYPE OF QC MEASURES DATA SOURCES STRATEGY .

Fund Control Timeliness of claims and collections QC data Develop method for
(Cont.) accurately aging accounts

. by state

Percentage of vouchers representing Processing information Unify data bases of DPO
and orms

136

valid obligations at DPO and OFMS

FIGURE A-13 (Cont.)

CLAIMS AND COLLECTIONS ACTIVITY

EXAMPLE /7 OF DELIVERY LEVEL (QCMIS) FRAMEWORK
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Federal government, states, Institutions, and applicants.

DRAFT

Both of these features are critical to the QC measurement framework. One of
the major obstacles impeding the widespread application of the strategic approach is
that the specific factors that should be measuredthe types of QC that apply, the
possible measures, and the strategies for developing the measuresmusr.be
developed on an ad hoc basis. This framework, building on the experience gained in
the earlier analysis would identify these factors. This identification of

measurement strategies could be Informed by the analysis that has already taken
place.

Additionally, the reanalysis of the evaluation of the current system would
identify error-prone points In the delivery system. This analysis could focus on
identifying the activities in the delivery system that cause the most problems to the

In summary, the near completion of the Delivery System Assessment Task
provides OSFA with an excellent opportunity to develop a solid and comprehensive
QC framework for the student aid delivery system. The results of this analysis
prov!de a starting point, methodology, and data base for such an exercise.
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014 ED Contact Development and Support
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Disibility and Certification
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PDS blot inniooni
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PDS Institothoss

1.11 instioninnol Minim and information
Dissemination

TIM OIL 1XlIPOMPIT

1. Subsystem
11.7-ArDliciliZat Forecasting
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LT En Clearance of GA negotiations, ranee.
and Mono*

1.0 Development and 1Vonosiaotion of
Federal Repletion*
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Tf1114111
1.7 ED Contract Derefopment end Support

LS ED Systems Planning and Revision
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1.11 GA Florming and Information
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Lit Lender Florins
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IA ED Information DineMbottoo and
and Training

013 ED Contact Development 114 Support
ILI ED System, tionnins and OttwIdel

' LT ED netenolvotion of linfitollemel
EllgIbillty and Certification

I.E Estes al Foment Systems far
far inentotionot

1.0 ED State Anotwient

1.10 losoiltsedonal Application for stands

1.11 Tentative 0setionisoof Animation of
Fowls

1.12 /Weal of Tentative Allocatin

1.15 Final Anscotion

1.1 law-inceme School Ltot Development
1.15 frestitttlionel PlannIng aid informatkon

Disseusinotion

f
I
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L %or* Arraratimp Sidhirtieet
02.1 %Oros Appfication

R. Sholene Eligibility OrtervainotionSelktrstmet
9.1 itwirnt retpla Ikv heterminatinn

"2.7 ilblatinn

1. Sholent Ornetit Citculation SuIrsyssenol
11.1 Student Among Ceicoletion IRDS,

64.1 Suodent Award Ceicalotion1A1939

S. fonds Ohinonevnent 9obsystens
2.1 E0 Disborsement ti institotions,
9.1 NOS lontitotion Disbursement to Student
$.9 Ell Disbursement to AOS Students

9.0 Rtionds

IL &roma iterrowiNathoo 9parsystem
11.1 RtK lipntitotios Repo/lbw is ED
G.7 Student Arcannt Reconcillitinn
46.1 /MS Instisothm Active's! Reconciliation

041. institutional Am*
11.1 El1 nevem Review of brstitatinns

nle GSL cameuritNT IcONTDO

I. Student Applicotion Sednystene
49.1 %latent Appiketien

I. %poem 11910Matr Determination Sesheystenot

*Li Stinkpot EOgibillty bestuesinstion
* Li Optional Ifolidstion

4. Suede*, Rene* Calcutition Sohereteml
* LI instionlonel beseminetion of Loan

Limits
Li Lemke Determination of Loon Amount
Sol Ormidtft Appreval

9. funds Disfoureenseet Solnystene
Inmence of Promissory Nate

I./ Loon Obbarsement
*IS Rehm*
S.4 Neste Transfer ondfor Servicing Contract
1.2 Interest and Special Allowance Payments
SA re &Minces is GAs

Adritnistrotive Ors* Animism, Payment
GAs

11, Oicesoni itecenclliellon Sperm
4.1 Enrollment Boats Reporting
ILE Loon Consolidetien
CI Development of Repsyment Schedule
SA Lean Repayment
4.2 Repopient Deferment
GA Mews and Collections
5.7 Lender Reporting
LS GA Reporting
GA Lender Reviews
li.1 GA Audits
6.11 ZO norm Review el GA*
' Si? frastitutiormi An"
06.19 Ell reogrom Review of bostItutions

DRAFT
me campus-wee Maratagir4COM1*

I. %dent Application Snloysiewo
*LI Stu tent Applicetlm

Stoked YII 0 IIT neterminetlen Solnrystemi
o Li Student F.lisihflitt beterednellen
9.t Optional Yolielotion

,. Student &nem CekleOlon 541yintemt
Student Award Clatiglelien

9. Funds Oldbersrment Sutesreem
9.1 En isoMiesement to listitetters,
9.1 Award Actvutence
Li SLOG Minor nt
PA OWL Dhborsement

CM' -S Disbursement
O 1.6 Refunds

6. Accomot Reconcillsidon Sdrarstent
Li SIOG Recinentition
IL/ CIF-.4 Reconcinellon
LI MSC Orpiment
SA PDX Determent
CO MX C.anceNailen
SA MY. Collections
Si PODSL Recsacillotion'Si Institotionsd Aunt

05.9 ED Program Review of bonitutions

lithe stiove4 ectivittes Imam these sainstems ere (peeve* integrated et the Pletitotionel level, when 0,. financial obi office determines aid pocinges 1w each otmlent.

IT* Initial disbursement of Pen and Composliese4 funds is cumpletety inteveted.
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3. Summary Sheet for Individual technicians
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Page 1
Control Number Today's date:

DRAFT

LID Sample period:
Technician From:
Date of Receipt Month etar
Total $ Payment To:

GSL BRANCHIDPO QUALITY CONTROL CHECKLIST FOR

MANUAL INTEREST PAYMENTS.

QC SAMPLING

Instructions: As each step is completed, initial appropriate column. If step Is not applicable,
write '114/A" in initial column. Place check mark in error column If item is incomplete or
inaccurate. If error js measurable in dollars, write dollar amount of error in appropriate
column, using a plus ( +) for errors above the correct amount and a minus (-) for errors wider the
correct amount.

1. RECEIPT CONTROL

1.1 Review 799 Control Sheet for completeness:
a. Date of receipt (at SMA in Norfolk)

b. Penalty date (30 days after date of receipt)
c. Lender identification number
d. Quarter ending date
e. Reason for rejection
1. Control number
g. TBS date of receipt
h. Clerk's initials
I. Person assigned

j. Date assigned

INMALS ERROR

1110.
www

411,

41=i
MPORIMPI 11.1111=1a
111. 11=IMM

Immigim, 4
.11'.

1.2

1.3

Review case entry on Control Log for completeness

a. Control number (sequentially assigned)

b. Current date (TBS date of receipt)
c. Lender identification number
d. Person assigned (based on type of payment)

e. Penalty date

Is information on Control Sheet and Control Log
different? (If yes, check "error" column)

P et=1/=11.

1111=1. 0111.

a=1

illElm1 tm
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Control Number
LID
Technician
Date of Receipt
Total $ Payment

CHECXLISTPCNt MANUAL INTEREST PAYMENTS

DRAFT
Page 2

IIP
MP*

ITEM

1.4 Is information on the Control Sheet and the 799 form
Itself different? (If yes, check "error" column)

1.3 Is current date on Control Log more than five working
days later than SMA date of receipt? (If yes, check
"error" colum)

2. 799 COMPLETENESS

2.1 Review the 799 form for co Ipleteness
Identification Section
a. Lender name
b. Lender address
c. Employer identification number
d. Lender telephone number
e. Billing period

1. Billing period ending year

g. Method
Section I - Interest
h. Number of loans
1. Principal balance

j. Average principal balance for period (not
required if actual accrual used)

k. Interest due
I. Subtotal interest due
m. Adjustments (if applicable)
n. Total Interest due
Section II - Special Allowance

a. Year
p. Average principal balance
q. Actual principal balance
r. Method

C-2 1 4 7

INITIALS ERROR

111=.

.1,
=1111=

11,e m
41111

AIIIMEN=MOIMMIm

MMI=IIMM110.

mmnimi

oIIIMINIINO=MP

=.ill MIN
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Control Number
LID

Date of Receipt

CHECKLIST FOR MANUAL INTEREST PAYMENTS

DRAFT

Page 3

If adjustment claimed,

s. Average principal balance reported

t. Corrected average principal balance
u. Quarter ending date

Section M - Origination Fee
v. Principal amount ,
w. Adjustment (if applicable)
x. Difference
y. Origination fee

2.2 If tax exempt lender, are supplemental forms attached?
(If no, check error column)

2.3 If prior period interest adjustment claimed, is explan-
ation included or documentation attached? (If no, check
error column)

2.4 If prior period special allowance adjustment claimed, is
explanation included or documentation attached? (If no,
check error column)

2.5 if prior period principle balance adjustment claimed, is
explanation included or documentation attached? (If no,
check error column)

2.6 Are tapes from original calculations of the interest due,
the special allowance, and the total payment attached?
(If no, check error column)

3. 799 ACCURACY

(In this section, the error column should be checked only
11 the original amount is more than $1.00 above or below
the correct amount. Recalculations should be done more
than once, especially if inconsistencies exist. Recal-
culations should also be checked against adding machine
tapes).

C-3 148
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Control Number
LID
Technician
Date of Receipt
Total $ Pay mem

CHECICLIST FOR MANUAL IN'TEREST PAYMENTS

DRAFT
Page 4

3.1 Origination Fee Check

Is Section III, line 4, 5% of line 3? (If
not, check error column and enter amount
of error)

3.2 Interest Check

a. If rnethod is actual accrual skip to
Item 3.3.

b. If method is average quarterly balance,
multiply average amount (column 7) x
interest rate x 90N0

If method is average 'daily balance,
multiply average amount (column 7) x
Interest rate x (number of days in
quarter)/365.

3.3 Recalculate total Interest claimed, adding
or subtracting partial subsidies or prior
year adjustments were applicable

3.4 Special allowance check: recalculate by
multiplying average amount x special allow.
ante factor

Total $ value of errors for Section 3s

4. NON - DUPLICATION OF PAYMENTS

4.1 Run (or obtain copy of) current lender search
and verify that no payments for period were
processed to lender via automated system (if
duplicate payments exist, check error column
and enter amount of duplicate payment)

149
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Control Number
LID
Technician
Date of Receipt
Total $ Payment

CHECKLIST FOR MANUAL INTEREST PAYMENTS

CRAFT

Page 3

WNW

nut INITIALS ERaoR. $ AMOUNT

4.2 Examine file of manual payments for lender
and verify that no other payments for
period were processed to lender via manual
system. (If duplicate payments exist,
check Orror column and enter amount of
plicate payment).

4.3 If duplicate payments are found, check
cancellations and returned checks to see
if corrected. If duplication was corrected,
place check mark here:

Total $ value of duplicate payments:
(Include payments that were later corrected)

3. TREASURY PAYMENT VERIFICATION

Examine copy of SF1166 in file. Verify that
amount paid agrees with 799. Review to
ascertain that all information was recorded
correctly (name, etc.). Check error column
if any items on the 799 do not match the
SF1166. If amount paid does not agree,
enter dollar amount of difference.

6. PROCESSING TIMELINESS,

Compare certification date on Control
Sheet to penalty date on Control Log. If
certification date is later than penalty
date., check error column, and enter amount
of penalty payment from documentation
attached to 799.



Sample Period:

From:
itionth

To:
Month

/
Year

/...MI

ERROR TALLY SHEET

NUMBER OF ERRORS

ITEM NUMBER HASH MARKS TOTAL

---15.10 a
b
c
a
e
f
q

1.2,a
b
c
d
e

1q3

,l, 4

1.5

Total number of errors in Section 1:

Total number of cases with errors In Section I:



ITEM NUMBER

2.1.a

DRAFT

Page 2
NUMBER OF ERRORS

HASH MARKS TOTAL

b
ftlelip.

c
d
e

f

h
ij

11.0m11
1

m

n

0

p
g
r
s
t
u
v

N\ w

x
Y--.

24
2_3

2-4
2.5

2-6

Total number of errors in Section 2:

Total number of cases with errors in Section 2:

C-7
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;TEM NUMBER

3.1

3.2 b

3.2 c

3.3

DRAFT
Page 3

NUMBER OF ERRORS DOLLS VALUE OF FAR

pkoll MARKS TOTAL (+)

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL



rTEM NUMBER

3.4

3.5

DRAFT

Page 4

NUMBER OF ERRORS DOLLAR VALUE OF ERRORS

HASH MARKS TOTAL (-)

TOTAL

TOTAL

Total number of errors in Section Ss

Total number of cases with errors in Section 3:

Total dollar value of errors In Section 3: (+)
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no. ... .4 46. 44.* ...PM. qia. 0.1,,

ITEM NUMBER

4.1

4.2

- .

DRAFT

Page 5

NUMBER OF ERRORS DOLLAR VALUE OF ERRORS

HASH MARKS TOTAL (+)

4.3 What is the dollar value of
duplicate payments corrected?

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

*Total number of errors in Section 4:

*Total number of cases with errors in Section 4s

*Total dollar value of errors in Section 4:

* Include duplicate payments which were later corrected.

--C-3.0
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ITEM NUMBER

5.

6.

, , , MN- dor. war

DRAFT

Page 6

NUMBER OF ERRORS DOLLAR VALUE OF ERRORS

HASH MARKS, 711AL (+)

TOTAL

TOTAL

Total number of sample cases with E, errors



1. # of cases included in sample per
technician

12. of cases in error (number of cases
in error divided by line 1) I I e Ii

so

IINIXELISKIIIMiatERM
211)76121LERBOLIELTIORICIAll

DRAFT,
Name of Technician:

Name of Strervisors

Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Average'

Frans From: Frans From: Fran:
Mo Yr.. . Mo. VW

'lb: Tbs lb: 16: Yr' 1113: 7: 117:- 'Pm ---: W.;67 EBr. E Y' W: T: WK IT:

3. 'Ibtal dollar value of cases in simple
per technician

4. Dollar value of errors (+1$ (+) $ 1 +1$ (+)$ (+) $

1 -1$ 1-1$ 1 -1$ (-) $ (-1$

Percent of dollar value in error (line 4 (+) (+) (-f) % (+) I 0) S.

divided by line 3) (-) (-) * (-) s (-) % (-) t.

*Son of all values on line divided by 4

Please Note: Because the number of cases in each sample per technician will be Small, it is not possible to extrapolate
error rates for all transactions per technician from the error rate found in the sample. Therefore,

personnel actions should be based only on 4 period averages using a 95% confidence interval.
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OSFA WIGS

GSL SUBSYSTEM

&HWY OF may

Number

FOR
Month

of Cases

Year to

Sagged

STEP NUMMI! 1 2 3

Receipt
Cont of

Can-
yleteness

Accuracy

1 of Errors

I of Cases with Errors

Error Rate of cases with error
divided by total number cases
sampled)

Error Rate Prior Period -
$ Value of Errors N/A N/A (+)

(-)

$ Value of Errors Prior Period N/A N/A (+)

Month Year

4

DRAFT

6

Duplication Treasury Then: ess Overall
VeTif.

-1,
(+) (+) (+)

(-) (-)____-4

(+) (+) (+) (+)_____4

(-)

f
i

*Please notes Error rates taken from samples are estimates only. Confidence levels and intervals must be utilized

when interpreting these results.
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